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(With a map.) 

lntroduction. 

This paper is especially addressed to the foreign geologists who 
intend to visite Sweden at the congress in Stockholm 1910 and take part 
in the excursions arranged at this occasion . I wi ll here, without much 
entering into details ,  give a summary of the most striking features of the 
l'recambrian o f  Sweden . Further i n formation about the districts which 
are to be visited wi l l  be given in the congress-guide-books and, besides, 
the chief l iterature concerning the subjects which are to be dealt with 
is cited at the end of this paper. Beside the sketch map accompanying 
this  treatise the survey map by A. E. TÖRNEBOHM, »Geologisk öfversikts
karta öfver Sveriges berggrund»  (r) can be recommended . Another map, 
embracing the whole of Fennoscandia, which is snitable for this purpose 
is published by J. SEDERHOLM in his paper » Om granit och gneis» (2) . 
From the classifications and theoretical v iews of these authorities I, however, 
must differ in some essent ia l  points. In the following scheme I have made 
up the chronological division of the Precambrian which I will fol low i n  
this paper. In this scheme I have no t  taken into considerat ion the Pre
cambrian of the Highlands of Sweden , which is developed w i th somewhat 
different facies and, moreover, has received prominent secondary characters 
by the postsilurian fotdings and overthrust movements. Some remarks 
on the Precambrian of that region w i l l  be found in another paper [3]. 

The new terms introduced i n  the scheme here adj oined, are nearly 
connected with the terminology already existing and ought to be understood 
without explanation. Besides, their bearing will be i l lustrated in the 
fol lowing. As to the subdivisions (Jppcr, Middlc, and Lowcr Praambrian. 
they may be regarded as provisional only. Their chronological equivalence 
to Pakeo:.:oic, for i nstance, can natural ly be disputed, and I wil l not takc 
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a position with regard to this question. The term Precambrian itself i s  
not happily ehosen to  signify a great series of  geological <eras, bu t  as  i t  
is in common use both in  Europe and America, i t  may be most practical 
to accept the term also in this paper which is to be considered more as 
a review of our present stage of knowledge than as an attempt to bring 
forth new terminological propositions. 

Chronological scheme for the Swedish Precambrian. 

Pa lceo z o i c  

Up p p e r  
Pr e ca m b r ian  

Mi d d l e  
Pr e ca m b r i a n  

Lowe r  
Pr e c a m b r i a n  

Silurian Ordovician 
Cambrian 

j l Gothlandian 

!:Jztbcambrian landsurface, Subcambrian denudation 
j hpi:fotnian dislocations 

Jotnian 
Subjotnia1l landszuface, Subjotnian 

igneous rocli:s f Epijatttlian folding 

dmudation, Subjotnian 

) Jatulian 
1 Subjalulian landszuface, Subjalulian denudation 
j Scrarcltcan grmzites 

Archean [No chronological subdivisions of general sig
nificance, the archean subdivisions mostly represen
ting only different stages of metamorphism .] 

Remarks on the Palreozoic. 

Over the vast precambrian area of Sweden small palceozoic areas 
are scattered as residua of the originally continuous cowering which these 
systems once fot·med. They have mostly been preserved from denudation 
either by overlying and intercalated beds of diabases or by faults along 
which they are sunken in relation to thei r surroundings . The former 
manner of occurrence i s  very weil illustrated by the table mountains of 
\Vestgothland, on the east side of the lake Wänern, where intrusive sheets 
of diabase now form the tops and top·plateaus of the underlying Silurian .  
The latter i s  found in mostly al l  other silurian areas of middle and 
sot1thern Sweden, for inst<lnce in Dalecarlia (at the lake Si ljan), in Närike 
(south of the lake Hjälmaren), in the silurian plain of Ostgothland and in 
Scania. In northern Sweden the Silurian occurs as a helt close to the 
eastern border of the highland range, lying there in the same relation 
to the great overthrusts as the Silurian of the Northwest of Scotland to 
the overthrusts of that country. In Jämtland this silurian belt is broader 
than elsewere, and around the lake Storsjön it extends over a great area, 
the largest of this system in Sweden .  Here the Silurian is disturbed by 
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the same fotding which has seized the highlands, and remainders of the 
older overthrust rocks lie on the folded Silurian as conspicuous table
mountains, or they rise with their front over the s i lurian belt [3]. Except 
some occurences of a possibly devonian sandstone in Orsa (Dalecarlia) 
and in Scania and the much disputed Visingsöseries (Lake \Vättern ) , the 
age of which is not stated,  the Palceozoic of Sweden is represented only 
by silurian and cambrian strata. The Cambrian is, owing to its insigni
ficant thickness and its close geographical and geologi cal connection to 
the lower Silurian , by the Swedish geologists regarded as a subdivision 
of the Silurian , this system being consequently divided into Cambrian, 
Ordovician ( » lower Silurian>> ) and Gotlandtall (> > upper Silurian» ) . 

Generally the stratigraphy shows very great resemblances in the 
different areas of southern and middle Sweden; the Gotlan dian , however ,  
i s  wanting in many areas because of denudation . In Dalacarl ia (Silj an 
area) the Cambrian is not at all developed, and in the northern Sweden 
the Si lurian is characterized by the predominance of l ittoral facies, espe
cially in the western parts. 

For the present purpose it i s  not necessary to give a more detailed 
description of the Silurian of Sweden; only some remarks on i b 10\vest 
subdivision, the Cambrian, may be made ,  inasmuch as its petrography 
and stratigraphy are of some s ignificance for the understanding of the 
prcecambrian h istory of s,�eden . 

The Ca m b ri a n  in middle Sweden reaches an average thickness of 
50 meters. Of these the upper I 5-20 meters consist of black,  most! y 
bitouminous shales, with concretionary ellipsoids and seams of limestone, 
sometimes also with small nodules and layers of chert. Pala:ontologically 
these shales are divided into Paradoxides- and Olenid-beds. 

The lower part of the Cambrian in the same districts consists of 
sandstone ,  with a total thickness of  about 30 meters. Petrographical ly 
one can distinguish some subdivisions of  this sandstone ;  they are however 
mainly of local significance. Small layers of conglomerate occur at the 
base of the sandstone .  In Westgotbland the quartz-pebbles of this con
glamerate often show typical windworn forms (>> Dreikanten> ). The sand· 
stone i tself is mostly of a l ight yellowish or grayish colour, but red and 
greenish varieties also occur. Ripple marks and current bedding are not 
uncommun. The bottom layers sometimes grade to arkoses and are nearly 
connected with the underlying weathered Archean . 

Palceontologically the cambrian sandstone belongs to the Olenellus
group, Olencllus being, however, found only in Scania and at some local i ties 
in the North of  Sweden. In the cambrian areas of middle Sweden the 
sandstone contains brachiopods ( Mickwitzia monilifera, Diseineila Holsti, 
Lingulella a. o. ) , pteropods, annelide-tracks (Scofitlws, Diplocraterium) and 
other tracks (Cruziana, .':Jpiroscolax). Further, there are to be noted some 
hydroids (Medusites Lindströmi and M. radiatuo) which have been found 
in the lowest horizon of the c am b rian sandston e of W estgothland, in the 
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so called »Eophyton »-sandstone .  Stratigraphical zones in the sandstone 
can only exceptionall y be followed from on e area to another; they are 
mostly of a more local value .  

The subcambrian landsurface. 

In most of the localities where the immediate contact between the 
cambrian sandstone and the substratum of the same is possible to see 
one finds the bottom-layers resting on a weathering breccia of the subja
cent Archean. The breccia tums into a kaolinized gneiss which continues 
to a depth of one or two meters. 

The topography of this old landsurface seems to be somewath 
knobby with small prominences, rising only a few meters above the aver
age leve!. No valleys are dissected out in this subcambrian plateau 
which , broadly considered, is characterized by its eveness . In the vicinity 
of the si lurian areas, where the postsilurian erosion has only slightly 
attacked this subcambrian landsurface, the Archean makes by its eveness 
a very striking contrast to the ordinary surface forms of the Swedish 
archean districts. The flat archean surroundings of the silu rian table 
mountains Halleberg and Hunne berg, east of  the Göta river, campared with 
the dissected and hil ly Archean west of  the same river (for instance west 
of Trollhättan) offer good examples of this conspicuous contrast .  Further 
i l lustrations to this feature can be obtained from the map accompanying 
the paper by S. DE GEER on the topography of middle Sweden [4]. 

That this now existing p lane sur face really represents the allmost 
unaltered subcambrian plateau is proved by an interesting discovery, 
qu ite recently made by A. GAVELIN at the south-western shore of the 
lake Wänern [5] .  In the well developed gneiss plateau there small dikes 
occur, filling out fissures in the gneiss, and in these dikes cambrian brachiopods 
were found. The dikes consequently must represent the sand which was 
washed out from the weathered landsurface by the cambrian transgression. 
Alltough this locality is many miles distant from the nearest cambrian 
areas now existing, the superficial features of the subcambrian plateau 
have not been more defaced by the postsilurian denudation than that 
these small and undoubtedly quite superficial sandstone fissures have been 
preserved .  This fact can hardly be interpreted otherwise than by the 
hypothesis that the area was buried underneath a si lurian covering until 
late geological t ime. 

In the same manner as in \Vestgothland the denudation has laid 
bare the subcambrian surface in the surroundings of the other silurian 
areas of Sweden, where these areas are not limited by faults [4]. 

The archean areas which are uplifted by fau lts are, as already said ,  
hilly and traversed by valleys , earved out by the postsilurian erosion . 
As the hilltops generally rise to the same average height over wide areas , 
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even when the rocks are of much varying composition and structures, it 
is probable that a plain laid trough the hill-summits should not fall much 
below the subcambrian surface. The correctness of  this supposition is  
substantiated by the fact that sandstone-dikes. petrographically of  the 
same kind as the dikes already mentioned, have also been found at some 
hilly and by valleys dissected tracts of  the Archean, viz. in the vicinity 
of Loftahammar at the Baltic coast. 

As a consequence of these considerations it follows that the displa
cements, by which the now existing silurian areas haves unken in relation 
to thei r surroundings, cannot be much greater than the difference in height 
between the top levels of the latter and the still preserved subcambrian 
surface of the sunken areas.  In middle Sweden these differences seldom 
reach more than so to IOO meters. Some isolated horsts, however, rise to 
greater heights, for instance the mountains Omberg and Hökensås on 
both sides of the lake Wättern. Besides, the insignificant throw of the 
postsilurian displacements in middle Sweden is proved by the fact, that 
the Silurian of the sunken areas generally is represented only by its 
lower divisions,  the thickness of which mostly does not exceed some ten 
meters. In the southernmost part of Sweden, in Scania, the postsilurian 
displacements, on the contrary, are comparatively great and there the 
Silurian occurs with a much greater thickness. 

Regarding the displacements of middle Sweden , it is worthy of notice 
that the sunken areas generally are tilted, while the adjacent higher pla
teaus mostly are harizontal or incline in directions which are independent 
of the faults. This feature could be interpreted as an argument for the 
opinion that the movements in question have been going downwards in 
relation to the general earth crust leve! , that consequently the areas really 
were » Stmken> > . But as there is no doubt that the Fennoscandian 
area, because of the predominant denudation, to which it was exposed, 
in past geological <eras has been a rising area, the uplift of which clepen
ded on the discharching by denudation, it seems probable that the dis
placements , on the whole, have been movements of uplift ,  by which some 
smaller areas have stayed behind . This mode of viewing can be corro
boratecl by the fact that the postglacial lanclrising in Sweden also has 
been smaller in these same areas of displacement which in relation to 
their surranndings appear as sunken areas . 

Whether the subcambrian plateau is a product of continental degra
dation or of marine erosion or of both these factors cannot at our present 
stage of knowledge be clecicled.  Considering the extraordinary levelling 
of the plateau , the hypothesis of a marine formation of the p lateau could 
seem preferable; bu t ,  on the other side, the deep precambrian weathering 
and the still remaining weathering products indicate a subaeral formation . 

That a vast time, however, was required to produce the subcambrian 
platform is obvious.  From the following exposition, and also from the 
diagram p .  2, it wil l  appear that at !east two precambrian complexes , 
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the Yotnian and the Yatulian, which were separated from each other by 
a great unconformability, must have been removed by denudation, before 
this subcambrian plateau could be worked out in the Archean . 

On the distribution of land and sea at the beginning of the cam
brian transgression over this plateau our knowledge is very insufficient. 
Thus, it is not known in what direction the cambrian transgression 
proceecled or where the land areas were situated from which the cam
brian sediments were coming. That land areas existed at cambrian time 
in the actual highlands of Sweden, which already at this time were 
earved into bills and deep valleys , is  proved by the occurrence of silurian 
strata in the bottom of these old valleys, hut wheter the cambrian sedi
ments of middle and southern Sweden derive from this tract or from 
other land-areas is undecided. 

Upper and Middle Prrecambrian. 

Jotnian. 

This name is introduced by SEDERHOLM as signi fying the sandstone 
formations which in Fennoscandia have somewath the same position in 
relation to the Archean and the Cambrian as the Torridon-sandstone of 
Scotland and Keeweenawan in North America. 

Fig. 1 and 2. 

f 
�5E 

Sections trough the Dala-sandstone with its diabase-beds. On the outside 
of the faults (f) the Dala-porphyries .  

The mode of occurence of the Jotnian in Sweden bears in many 
ways strong resemblance to the mode of occurence of the Silurian in the 
same country. Thus it occurs as several small isolated areas , scattered 
over nearly the whole of Sweden, preserved from denudation by displace
ments and by covering diabase beds. 

The greatest j atnian area lies in the province Dalecarlia, west of 
the lake Siljan ,  and embraces about 7500 km2• The underlying rocks 
belong to the renowned » Dala-porphyries » which also form the surround
ing mountains ( cf the map). The southern part of this sandstone-area 
is bounded by faults and is sunken in relation to the porphyries of the 
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environs . In the NW the sandstone i s  overlaid by the highland forma
tions (the »sparagmiteS>> ). The stratigraphy is illustrated by the figs. r 

and 2, which, as weil as the petrographical description, mainly are taken 
from the treatises by TöRNEBOHM [6] .  

The sandstone-formation (without considering the intetcalated diabase 
beds) reaches a maximum thi ckness of 800 meters in the South and thins 
out towards the North . In the same direction the material also becomes 
less coarse .  From these circnmstances TöRNEBOHM concludes that the 
material was afforded from a land area lying in the South. The main 
bulk of the formation consists of a reddish-brown sandstone, but yellow
ish and white varieties also occur. Thin interealatians of chocolate-colour
ed shales are frequently met with in the upper horizons ,  and conglo
merates are constantly present as bottom-l ayers . Their  pebbles are mainly 
porphyries and quartzites, the latter of a characteristic orange colour. Fel
spar, fresh or kaolinized,  i s  a prominent constituent, particularly in the 
lower horizons. Calcareous layers have been found only occasionally, at 
some local ities in the northern part of the area. 

False bedding and ri pple-marks are very common in the sandstone. 
No organic remains of any kind have been found.  It has been suggested 
that some yellowish patches in the red rock,  which may have been pro
duced by the reduction of a ferrugineous cement, could possibly indicate 
the presence of organismes. On the surfaces of the layers these patches 
commonly appear as circular spots of varying size . Petrographically they 
can only be distinguished from the surmunding sandstone by their 
colour. 

The diabase beds >vhich are intercalated in this formation are of 
different ages and petrographical characters. One type is a rather coarse 
ophitic olivine diabase ( > > Åsby-diabase » ,  TöRNEB.) and forms an intrusive 
sheet in the sandstone. An other olivine-diabase (>> Särna-diabase >> TöRNEB.)  
is fine grained and i s  also intrusive. Occasionally these both diabases do 
not contain olivine but quartz, because of the resorbtion of s i l ica from 
the sandston e. A th ird type ( >>Öje-diabase>> , TÖRNE H.) is porphyritic and 
often amygdaloid; it forms an effusive bed of 1 5-90 meters in thickness 
and So kilometers in length. Nearly connected with this bed is a con
glomerate with small pebbles of j asper, which may derive from the amyg
dules of the underlying diabase. The building up of the sandstone-forma
tion thus must have been interrupted by a time during which the vesi
en les of the diabase were first filled with jasper, and subsequently 
the amygdules, by the weathering of the rock, loosened and gave material 
to the conglomerate. 

Som e smaller ·areas of jotnian sandstones, scattered over the Archean 
of middle Sweden, do not offer any special interest . They are mainly 
camposed of the same rocks as the area above described and are always 
preserved owing to faults along which they are sunken. A short enu
meration of these areas can serve to demonstrate the once wide extent 
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Fig. 3· Jotnian sandstone, Gäfle·Bay, with suncracks. 1/2 natural size. 
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of the Jotnian. The occurence at the river Svartel fven, south of the great 
area of Dalecarl ia, can be considered as a continuation of this area. In 
the province Gästrikland another area of sandstone with two diabase 
beds occurs. Nearly attached to thi s  area are some small  occurences at 
the bottom of some firths in  the province Upland . In the lake Mälaren 
also small relicts of the Jotnian with accompanying diabase are met with . 
All these occurences belong to areas which are bounded by faults .  Petro
graphically they are all of the same kind. Noteworthy is the occurence 
in some of these areas of windworn pebbles (» Dreikanter» ) ,  a peculiarity 
which they have in common with the Torridon-sandstone of Assynth. 

In the southernmost part of Sweden one jatnian area only occurs, the 
so called »Almesåkra-group», SE from the southern end of the lake Wättern. 
This group is composed of white and red quartzites, felspar hearing sand
stones and arkoses, chocolate-brown shales and, more subordinately, con
glomeratic layers and red calcareous sandstones. Dikes and beds of 
diabases are very abundant. They are remarkable by the intense contact 
influence exercised on the quartz- rocks, many times resulting in micro
graphic quartz-diabases and other rock-varieties of abnorm compositiun, 
as is described by HEDSTRÖM [7]. Fragments of the intruded rocks have 
also been more or less affected by the diabase-magma. 

In connection with these rocks the curious pebble-diabases deserve 
also to be observed. The pebble-diabases occur as considerable dikes 
in the archean surmundings of the Almesåkra-area. This diabase 
is characterized by its richness in weil rounded pebbles of quartzite and, 
more subordinately, of other rocks, especially archean porphyries and 
vein-quartz. Often the pebbles are so numerous that the diabase only 
appears as a cement between them; and the rock then acquires the aspect 
of a puddingstone. As the pebbles petrographically are identical with 
the pebbles of the Almesåkra-conglomerate ,  i t  i s  probable that they derive 
from this rock, which at the time of the eruption of the diabase pro
hably had not hardened, but existed as gravels. The gravels should 
then have slided down in the opened dike-fissures and thereby have 
been included in the diabase. The occurence of these pebble-diabase 
dikes in the Archean at a great distance from the Almesåkra area conse
quently indicate that this rock-group original ly extended far beyond i ts 
present boundaries [8] . 

The Almesåkra-group is cut by fau lts which , in a sim ilar manner as 
in the other jatnian areas, have preserved its rocks from denudation . Be
sides, also gentie foldings and traces of a regional metam01·phism are to 
be seen in the same area. In this respect it differs from the other j at
man areas. Because of thi s  difference SEDERHOLM has referred the 
Almesåkra-group to his jatulian division of the Precambrian, a hypothesis 
which I cannot find to be satisfactory grounded. Even when there is a 
possibility that this group can be somewath older than the other jatnian 
sandstone-areas, it may howewer most conveniently be put into this 
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division, to which it with regard to its petrographical characters is nearer 
connected than to the J a tu lian. 

The last, and in some respects, the most interesting jotnian area, 
here to be treated, lies at the Bottnian Gulf and embraces the outhermost 
islands and promontories of the beautiful Ångermanland coast. The sand
stone rests here on gabbros and granites of subjatnian age and is covered 
by an extended bed of olivine-diabase which also sends intrusive sheets 
between the strata of the sandstone. For further information on the in
teresting igneous rocks of this area reference may be made to the con
gress-guide A 2 b and to the monograph published by LUNDBOHl\1 [9]. 
The sandstone-formation itself has an insignificant thickness, seldom 
exceding 6o meters and often sinking down to some few meters, but it 
has a considerable extent, always forming a terrace at the foot of the 
diabase table-mountains. Alltough locally displaced by faults, which pro
bably are contemporaneous with the diabase intrusions, the sandstone 
shows, on the whole, a very regular dip of 5° to 10° to SE (cf. fig. 4, p. 12) . 

The sandstone is generally rather quartzitic and of a yellowish or 
white colour; it alternates with layers of chocolate-brown shales and con
tains small bands of conglomerates, the pebbles of which mostly consist 
of vein-quarz. Downwards, the rock grades into a schistase arkose, for
med by the weathering products of the underlying gabbros and granites. 
Indisputable organic remains have not been found here, as little as in the 
other jotnian areas, but some »Eoplzyton•>-like tracks, resembling the cam
brian Eoph;,ton-forms of Westgotbland have been annotated by LUND

BOHM [9). 
It is worthy of note that this sandstone-formation, with regard to 

its peculiar relation to diabase-beds and to subjatnian igneous gabbros and 
granites or rapakivis, is wholly analogous to some jotnian sandstone areas 
in southern Finland. Besides, consanguined igneous rocks are also known 
in near connection to the sandstone-area of Gästrikland already mentioned. 
These igneous rocks, however, occur to the greatest part on the bottom 
of the Bottnian Gulf, a little to the East from the sandstone-area, They 
are known mainly as boulders in the glacial deposits of the adjacent 
part of the province Upland. 

On the geographical and geological relations of the Jotnian to the 
Cambrian. 

From the preceding descriptions, as well as from the geological 
sketch-map, it appears that the Jotnian and the Cambrian do not gene
rally come into immediate contact<s. Only at some points in the high
lands and possibly also in the Bay of Gäfle the Cambrian or Silurian 
rests directly on jotnian rocks. Since the latter originally must have 
covered very extended areas in Sweden, their absence underneath the 
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Cambrian indicates that their denudat ion was performed to a great extent 
already before the cambri an transgression. This conclusion, besides, is 
confirmed by what is said in the preceding about the small effects exer
cised by the pJstsilurian denudation on the subcambrian landsurface (p .  
4). The denurlation of the Jatnian thus must  represent a vety great 
hiatus between this formation and the Cambrian . In this  respect, as i n  
many others, there exists a striking resemblance to the western Highlands 
of Scotland, with their great discordance between the Torridonian and 
the Cambrian. The distribution of these formations in Scotland ,  especi 
ally in the Assynt-district, also ind icates that the Torridonian  there was 
already in precambrian time reduced by the denudation allmost to its 
present areas. 

As a consequence of this opinion about the Jotnian in Sweden one 
might also suppose that the faults which bound the jotnian areas and 
the displacements by which these areas have been preserved from denuda
tion are of precambrian age and do not belong to the same epochs as the 
faults above described by which the Paleozoic  of Sweden was displaced. 

As there can arise some doubt about the precambrian age of the 
sandstone-areas now described, inasmuch as they - as it wil l  appear 
from the map - generally exclude each other and do not come in i mmediate 
contacts by which their relative age can be proved,  this question may be 
touched upon a little. 

It is known that MURCliiSON considered the jatnian sandstorre of 
Dalacarlia as Old Red and equivalent to the red sandstone which in Orsa 
(Dalacarlia) and in southern Norway is superimposed upon the upper Silurian 1. 

The same opinion was also formerly ma intained by some Swedish geolo
gists. Later investigations, however, have shown that this interpretation 
was erroneous; the Si lurian in the highlands of Sweden occurs in precam
brian valleys which are excavated in the so called Sparagmite-formation , 
and this formation in i ts turn lies i n  undisturbed position upon the j at
nian sandstone in question. Another argument for the precambrian age 
of the jotnian sandstone-areas is afforded by the Åsby-diabase which has 
i ntruded allmost all these sandstones, but nowhere in Sweden has been 
proverl to have penetrated the Silurian, in the bottom-conglomerates 
of which it, on the contrary, has occasionally been found as pebbles. 

The subjotnian landsurface. 

That a Iong period of subaerial denudation preeecled the Jotnian is 
indicated already by the petrographical characters of this  formation .  The 
immense quantities of quartz and also the not insignificant part that fel-

1 See MURCHISON, »On the Silurian and associated rocks in Dalecarlia» etc. Quarterly 

journ. of the Geol. Soc. 1847· 
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spars play in the composition of some varieties of the sandstone bear 
evidence of a deep going weathering and desintegration of oleler rocks. 
At many localities the immediate substratum for the jotnian bottom-layers 
has also been found to consist of arkoses and other weathering 
products. 

About the topography of the subj atnian landsurface only few direct 
observations can be made. In the Almesåkra-area some exposures are 
known, but the greatest among them do not reach more than some hundred 
meters in length. From the pebbles of the jatnian bottomconglomerate 
sti l l  adherent on this surface it can be concluded that the present surface 
really represents the almost unaltered subj atnian land-surface and that 
the same there was weil levelled . By faults and displacements it has 
later on been ti l ted and has a steep d ip  towards the West. 

In Ångermanland the subj atnian surface can be follovved in a much 
larger scale along the sandstone-terraces below the escarpements of the 
d iabase table-mountains. Except sorne irrcgularities which have been 
eaused by faults , the boundary-l ine between the sandstone and its sub
stratum indicates that the latter forms a weil levelied p lateau with a gentie 
dip of some few degrees from WNW to ESE. The mountainous land
scape which is  formed by the granites and gabbros on the west side of 
the sandstone belt has aquired its present topography by postjatnian 
erosion. Originally the subjatnian plateau must have extended westwarels 
over this igneous area (C f the congress-guide A 2 b�. 

v Q b 

Fig. 4. Section trough the mountain Ringkalleberget, Ångermanland, showing the 
sandston e (b) lying on the subjatnian platform (a) and covered by a bed of diabase. (c). 

Regarding the other jotnian areas there are no direct observations 
made on the topography of the subj atnian landsurface, bur it is not pro
bable that there should appear any great differences in camparaison to 
the already described areas, except in the western highlands, where a 
mountainous topography existed in prej atnian time . 

Compared to the denudation which levelied the subcambrian land
surface , the forming of the subjatnian surface ought to represent a much 
greater destruction of the Archean . The rigthness of this opinion is pro
ved already by a camparaison of the amount of weathering products which 
build up the cambrian and the jotnian sandstone formations . While the 
former general ly reaches only an insignifiant thickness the jotnian sand
stones are often many hundred meters in thickness. 
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From the geographical distribution of the present j atnian and cam
brian areas, as weil as from the topography of the archean surroundings 
of some jotnian areas (for exemple the sandstone in Gästrikland) , it also 
seems to be allowed to conclude that the subcambrian denudation has not 
been going to a considerable depth underneath the subjatnian landsur
face which may have been di srnautled the covering Jotnian, without being 
itself much exposed for destruction. 

Practically both these old landsur faces seem fairly to coincide in 
some tracts of  Sweden (for exemple in northern Upland). Also in this 
respect it exists an analogy with the precambrian geography of Scotland, 
where the (subtorridonian) Lewisian platform has been exposed by denu
dation, but not more destroyed than that the same, on the whole, can 
be still recognized .  

In  the  foregoing it has been alluded that the  denudation which 
preeecled the Jotnian was much more deep going  than the denudation of 
the subsequent periods. The same conclusion can be drawn from what 
is to be said in the following about the Jatulian and the denudation of 
this precambrian complex. 

Subjatnian igneous rocks. 

In the immediate vicinity of many j otnian areas, and partly forming 
the substr atum for them, some igneous rocks of peculiar types occur 
which can conveniently be signified as subjotnian, inasmuch as they are 
older than the Jotnian, but younger than the preceding precambrian com
plex of sediments, the Jatulian, and also younger than the folding of this 
complex. They are separated from the Jotnian by a period of denuda
tion, which is weil accentuated, and from the Jatulian by a period of 
terrestrial movements. 

In Ångermanland this relation to the J otnian is most evident, in 
southern Finland the relations to the Jatulian are best illustrated. As 
already stated (p. 10), the Ångermanland sandstone rests directly on 
weathered granites and gabbro-rocks, which by the denudation have been 
levelied to the subj atnian landsurface, before the sandstone was formed. 
These igneous rocks , as is shown by the structures and the mode of 
occurrence, must be interpreted as plutonic and consequently have con
solidated at some depth underneath the landsurface which existed when 
these rocks were intruded. A not insignificant denudation thus must have 
taken place before the subjatnian landsurface was formed in these rocks . 
The covering rocks which must have been removed probably reached a 
thickness of at !east some hundred meters. In Ragunda, where similar 
i gneous rocks occur, it can be proved that their covering was of this size, 
and as the plutanie characters of the rocks in Ångermanland are more 
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pronounced than i n  Ragunda, the removal by denudation \vas rather 
more than some hundred meters in Ångermanland. 

In Sweden the subjotnian igneous rocks can nowhere be directly 
connected with the postjatul ian folding, but in eastern Finland it is possi
ble to c.letermine their relation to these crustal movements. As is known 
by the investigations of the geologi sts of this country the jatulian fotding 
Iines the re generally run NNW -SSE and point towards the rapakivi-area 
at the riorthern coast of Ladoga. The rocks of this area, however, do not 
show any traces of having been affected by regional metamorphism. 
Therefore , as especially SEDERHOLM has shown, it is beyond doubt that 
the rapakivi and the associated igneous rocks are younger than the falding 
of the Jatulian. But the rapakivi-rocks of Finland are over the Åland 
�rchipelago so nearly connected with the petrographically analogous areas 
of Gäfle-Bay, Rödö, Ångermanland and Ragunda that the geological age 
of these areas can be considered as thereby fixed. 

For the geologists on both sides of the Bottnian Gulf it i s  manifest 
since about twenty years, that these rocks are to be separated from the 
Archean . Together with some other igneous rocks, which are younger 
than the Archean, but the age of which has not been fixed closer, 
they have been comprised under the name »postarchean » .  Regarding 
especially their position to the jotnian sandstorre of Ångermanland it  
seems appropriate to fix even their upper age-limit, and in this respect 
the term » subjotniam may be available .  This term is preferable to »jot
nian » because of the rocks in question being essentially older than the 
sedimentary complex which has been signified with this name. A special 
new term for this group of igneous rocks seems to be superfluous, inasmuch 
as no contemporaneous sedimentary rocks are known in Fennoscandia. 

Petographically the Swedish subjatnian rocks, as well as the analo
gous rocks of Fin land, are treated rather detailed in monographs by 
LUNDBOHM [9], HöGBOM [ro] and HOLMQVIST (I2, 13]. Referring for 
fLirther information to these monographs and to the congress-guide A 2 b 
[I I] I can restrict the present description to a summing up of the most 
prominent features of these igneous areas. 

The subjatnian rocks are principally grani tes, which often grade into 
syenitic rocks, and further gabbros of various structures and composition . 
Also intermediate rocks, vacillating between the sali c  and ferric members , 
are not uncommon . Porphyric rocks of various kinds occur as dikes which 
penetrate the former and their archean surroundings. 

The granites are true alkali-granites, their felspar being mainly a 
perthitic ortoclase. In some varieties the albite as well forms independent 
crystals or occurs as a border to the perthitic ortoclase. Because of the 
copious inclusions of ferric oxide (Fe_03) the felspar and the whole rock 
is common ly flesh-coloured or deep reddis h· brown . In som e varieties this 
ferric pigment is wanting, and the rock gets a dirty green colour which 
may be eaused by the presence of the i ron in the form of dilute FeO . 
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The felspars part] y form porphyric individuals, part] y they are intergrown 
with the quartz to a micrographic groundmass, which can be either 
predominant over the porphyric crystals or play a more subordinate part 
in the rock. The quartz also is o ften present as porphyri c grains . 

The graphic or eutectic structure is very characteristic for these sub
j atnian rocks, but is developed with much varying distinctness. Not sel
dom this structure turns into a sort of poicil itic structure, by which round 
grains of quartz lie without orientation endosed in the perthite. The typi
cal rapakivi-structure is not so common and not so weil developed in the 
Swedish occurrences as in the contemporaneous rocks of Finland. Gene
rally also the former are not so coarse grained as the latter. The Rödö
area, in the neighbourhood of Sundsval l has among the Swedish occurrences 
the rapaki vi-structure best developed. 

The ferro-magnesian constituents occur in very varying amounts. 
Mica and hornblende are commonly found together, and generally they 
have crystallized after the quartz and the felspar, filling the interstices 
between these components. Pyroxene,  a pale green diopside, is also often 
present as irregular small grains. Magnetite and zirkone are character
istic subordinate minerals . The former shows in relation to the salic 
minerals the same boundary-forms as the mica and the hornblende; it 
thus belongs to the last crystallized minerals .  In miarolitic cavities flusspar 
is often present . 

The granites often turn into syenites, which commonly are quartzi
ferous. The ferric minerals are in these syenites represented, beside by 
mica and hornblende, by pyroxene, which in the more basic varieties is 
not the above mentioned green diopside but a reddish diallage. Note
worthy is the occurrence of a fayahtic olivine tagether with quartz, in 
some of the more basic varieties of the syenite. The colour of these 
rocks is brown or greenish , according to the colour of the perthitic felspar. 
The syenites are often extraordinary much disposed for weathering. Espe
cially on the southern slopes of the mountains this desintegration of the 
rocks is ofi:en to be seen in a scale which is uncommon in our climate. 

The gabbro-rocks are of varying composition and structure .  Quartz 
and orthoclase are often present, olivine, on the contrary, is wanting. Tog
ether with the diallage also mica and hornblende occur in consi derable 
amounts. In Ragunda the rock is fine-grained and the structure appro
aches the rock to the diabases ( »Ragunda-diabase» ). In Ångermanland 
coarse anorthosites are wide-spread modifications of the gabbro . 

These basic rocks are consolidated before the granites, and curious 
phenomena of contact-metamorphism and resorbtion are, as a rule, to be 
seen in the boundary zones between both these rock groups .  By the 
influence of the granit ic magma on the basic rocks intermediate, partly 
monzonitic rock types have arisen which,  however, are very varying as to 
their  structures and composition. In Ragunda the gabbro is through its 
whole mass spiintered by the granitic intrusion to a breccia, the fragments 
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of which show all stages of resorbtion. In the anorthosites of Ångerman
land the granite-magma has eaten it's way between the felspars of the 
coarse grained anorthosite, thus giving rise to a peettliar rock, consisting 
of porphyric anorthite crystals lying in a micrographic cement of quartz 
and orthoclase. 

For further particularities about the petrography of the subjotnian 
igneous rocks of Ragunda, Ångermanland, and Rödö may be referred to 
the above mentioned monographs and to the congress-guide A 2 b. About 
the cognated rocks of the Gäfle-Bay, which have not been described i n 
any monograph, some remarks may be made here. 

As already is said (p. ro), these rocks are known mainly as loose 
boulders, spread out in the glacial deposists of the adjacent land-area. 
Only at Strömsbro, to the North from Gäfle, some small cliffs of the fix 
rock have been found. This rock is a flesh-red rapakivi-granite in which 
the quartz is partly substituted by calcite. It is probable that this >>cal
cite-granite,> was originally a somewhat porous felspar-rock, and that the 
calci.< e has later on filled the pores. Generally dark minerals occur 
scarcely in this rock. They are either a chloritic biotite or amphibole. 

Among the boulders from this area one finds almost all the rock 
varieties which are known from the areas of Ragunda, Ångermanland, and 
Rödö. Especially the porphyric dike-rocks are richly represented. They 
show the greatest resemblance to the dike-rocks from Rödö, hut some 
varieties which are not known from this locality are found here. As little 
as in the other subjotnian areas of Sweden supracrustal igneous rocks are 
present in the area of Gäfle-Bay. 

That the rocks in question really are older than the jotnian sandstone 
in the vicinity is proved by their occurrence as pebbles in the bottom 
conglomerates of the sandstone. 

Remarks on some igncous rocks of undecided age. 

Beside the rocks already described, which by their relations to th� 
J otnian can be place d in the geological time sch e me, som e igneous rocks 
occur which are younger than the Archean and thus have been conside· 
red as belonging to the rapakivi group or to other postarchean groups. 
I will at this occasion not take any regard to the igneous rocks which 
by their relations to the Silurian indicate their postcambrian age, for in
stance the diabase-beds of the silurian table-mountains of Westgothlancl. 
hut I will only give some remarks on the occurrences which with any 
prohability can be supposed to be presilurian. 

The greatest group among these rocks is formed by the >>Da!a
porpll)'rics», which extend over a wide area west of the lake Siljan, there 
forming the substratum for the great jotnian area of Dalecarlia, and also 
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extending over the surroundings. 1 Some of these porphyries tum into 
granites ( » Siljan-granites » )  w hi ch have a great resemblance to the subjatnian 
rapakivi- rocks. On the other hand, they are closely connected to some 
sandstone-like tuff-beds (» Digerberg-sandstone » ) ,  with w hi  ch they form 
alternating beds. TöRNEBOHM considered this igneous group as archean , 
an opinion embraced also by some other Swedish geologists. I have for
merly, although with some reservation, placed them among the postarchean 
rocks, and SEDERHOLM has more decidedly asserted their postarchean 
age. I shall not here repeat the arguments for and against, I may only 
call attention to some facts referring to this subject. The porphyries are 
undisputed younger than the latest epochs of archean falding in this 
di strict, as is proved by their unaltered primary characters and by the 
horizontality of  their tuff-beds. In this respect they agree with the sub· 
jatnian rocks and differ from the archean porphyries of Småland and in 
the middle of Sweden; but in other respects they seem to be doser allied 
to some igneous areas in Lappland, which have been intrnded by the 
latest archean granites, the » serarchean » grani tes (see below). The pre
dominance of supracrustal rocks is a characteristic feature for the area of 
Dalecarlia, as wei l  as for the area of northern Sweden alluded to, this  
feature, on the contrary, being unfamiliar to the subjatnian areas. From 
the >> serarchean » granites they also differ petrographically to much to 
be classified in this group .  The age of these rocks therefore ought to be 
an open question. The petrography of the Dala-porphyries is known 
principally by the descriptions by TöRNEBOHM, and can be summed up as 
follows. 

The oldest rocks of this group  are flesh-red and brick-coloured fel 
spar-porphyries with micrographic or microgranitic groundmass. The 
former (the >> Garberg-porphyry » )  reminels one of the rapakivi-rocks, the 
latter is a weil defined type which, with its brick-red coloured groundmass 
and its scattered small phenocrysts of the same colour, can easly be sepa
rated from other porphyric rocks and thus in the glacial geology has 
been much used for the determination of the dire ctions of the ice 
movement. Y ounger than t hese two types are som e bas i c porphyries. 
Among them some are olivine-bearing melaphyries, other have a quartzi
ferous, grained groundmass with phenocrysts of mica, augite, bronzite, and 
plagioclase (the >> Wenjan-porphyrite >> ). The basic porphyries are often 
amygdaloid and are accompanied by tuff-beds. 

The youngest porphyries of  this group (the >>hornstone-porphyries >> 
TöRNEBOHM), form a number of i solated bills rising abruptly over the sur
roundings. They are characterized by a dense felsitic groundmass of black, 
brown or chocolate-like colour, and by small phenocrysts of light coloured 
ortoclase or plagioclase. The groundmass often shows a bea uti ful crypto-

1 T h e  porphyries a n d  the w ith them associated granites which northwards from this 

area have a great extension in the highlands and there form the substratum of the sparagmites 

a nd the Silurian also may be considered as belonging to the Dala·porphyries. 

Bull. of Geol. I909. 2 
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poicilitic or nither cryptographic structure; fluida! 
structure is also very often weil developed. 

In the area of the Dala-porphyries another 
porphyric rock occurs which may be mentioned 
in this connection , altohugh it perhaps is essen
tially younger, viz. the >> Särnaite» or the cancri
nite-syenite-porphyry of Särna, weil known by the 
descriptions by TöRNEBOHM. 1 The rock which 
also occurs in modifications of a granitoid struc
ture has cut the Dala-porphyries ; its relation to 
the adjacent jotnian sandstone is not made clear. 

The nephcline-rocks of Alnö, which have been 
described in a monograph by the author, and the 
catapleite-syenite-rocks on the east side of the lake 
Wettern, recently described by TöRNEBOHM,  are 
also of an undecided age. The former ought to 
be somewath younger than the rocks of the rapa
kivi-group, inasmuch as the dike-rocks of Alnö 
have been found in the rapakivi-granite of Rödö. 
The catapleite-rocks have been considered as 
mesozoic by TöRNEBOHM, an opinion which is 
founded on the supposition that the so called 
» Wisingsö- formation >> of the Wetter-bassin should 
be of  triassic age. 

The diabase-dikes which occur in the Swe
dish Archean belong to many different geological 
epochs. Some of them, for instance the uralite
diabase·porphyries of Småland and the hyperites 
of western Sweden, are of archean age and w il l  
be taken regard to later on in connection with 
the surmunding archean rocks . The greatest part 
of the diabase-dikes are postarchean, but in most 
cases thei r  age cannot be more exactly fixed. 
Often they are associated to groups and run m 

paraHel directions over wide areas, and some
times these directions coincide with the direc
tions of the faults by which the Jotnian and the 
Silurian have been displaced. As a specimen of 
these dikes the great Brefven-dike, south of the 
lake Hjälmaren, may be mentioned. Petrographi
cally this dike is interesting because of the varia
bility of the rock, which in the middle and eastern 

1 Papers o f  purely petrographical contents have generally not been quoled in the bibl io
graphy it the end o f  this treatise, inasmuch a s  they are referred t o  i n  the great handbooks 

o f  petrography ( fo r  instance in RosENBUSCH, M ikroskopische Physiographie der Erupti vgesteine) . 
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parts grades from a typical olivine-diabase ( »Åsby-type» )  to a micrographic 
granite, with very small amounts of femi c  constituents. Another great 
dike is the Hel/efors-dike, a little to the SE from the former. The rock 
is there also quite varying, hut can be signified as a coarse olivine-dia
base which differs from the Åsby-diabases mainly by the abundance of 
s econdary minerals (chlorite, uralite) .  Both these dikes, and many other 
in the same district, run in the direction E-W. In the South of  Småland, 
other directions are prevailing, and the 'rocks differ also petrographically 
from the now described diabases. Beside the already described pebble
diabases (p. 9) many dikes occur, which are characterized by interesting 
contactphenomenas and included exogene felspars, as described by BÄCK
STRÖM, MOBERG, and HEDSTRÖM. 

With regard to the d istribution of the diabase-dikes over the archean 
areas of middle and southern Sweden there is a curious fact which deserves 
to be noted. \Vhile dikes of diabase are very common in the eastern 
Sweden, there forming many different groups, dikes of diabases do not 
occur in western Sweden. The ir  absence, for instance in the province West
gothland, in the surmundings of the s i lurian table-mountains of this pro
vince, is as much more striking as these mountains always are covered 
by extended beds of  diabases, which once must have broken up through 
the Archean . At the western boundary of the gneiss-district of western 
Sweden, in the later on to be treated boundary-belt which is of so great 
a significance for the interpretation of the Swedish Archean , dikes of dia
base again appear. Beside the archean hyperi tes, which will be discussed 
in another connection, a number of dikes runs along the eastern border 
of this boundary-belt, the rocks of which form a special type of bronzite
diabase (TÖRNEBOHM). This diabase is to be considered as postarchean , 
inasmuch as it has not been metamm·phosed by the archean foldings, which 
have put their marks on all older rocks of this boundary-zone. 

In northern Sweden various diabases occur. Some of them are pro
hably archean, hut mostly they are yuonger. They form not only dikes, 
hut also irregular intrusive bodies and massives which have been intruded 
in the archean rocks or in the j otnian sandstones. The latter mode of 
occurrence has been illustrated already in connection with the description 
of  the jotnian areas of Daleeartia and Ångermanland. On the age of these 
diabases no closer determinations are possible than that they are postj ot
nian. On the whole ,  the petrographi cal characters of  the diabases ought to 
be used with great reservation for stratigraphical purposes, as is i l lustrated 
by the fact that the archean hyperites often are very similar to some post
archean diabases, or by the fact that quartz-bearing micro�raphic diabases 
can be geologically equivalant to olivine-diabases of the Asby-type. 

On the Jatulian and the epijatulian folding. 

By the admirable investigations of our colleagues in Finland 1t IS 

proved that rock complexes of significant thickness and extent occur in 
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the eastern parts of thei r country, which are separated by great periods 
of denudation from the Jotnian on the one side and from the Archean 
on the other. These jatulian complexes are, contrary to the jotnian 
sandstones, more or less folded, and often they- have been overlapped by 
the eastern Archean by thrust movements. 

In Sweden only one area of s imilar rocks and tectonical relations is 
known , viz .  the » Dal-formation » on the western side of the lake Wenern [ I4] 
The composition and the order of succession of this complex appears from 
the subjoined tabular statement. 
I .  B o tto m -q u a rtzite. Reddish quartzit ic sandstones, with bottomlayers 

of conglomera/e and arkose. Total thickness about 200 meters. 
2 .  Da rk s la tes, with intercalated impure and sometimes bituminous lime

stone, and subordinate beds of reddish sandstones. Two or three sheets 
of  metamorphic basic igneous rocks are often met with in this division. 
They are partly tuffaceous, partly amygdaloid , but generally their 
original structures have been destroyed by metamorphism, and the 
rocks have been transformed in to schistase greenstones, mainly camposed 
of chlorite, epidote, albite, quartz, titanite , and magnetite. The total 
thickness of  this division reaches 8oo meters. 

3· Wft ite q u a rtzite, with subordinate layers of red slates and impure 
l imestone. Thickness 470 meters. 

4· Gn'tty schists, grading into light coloured mica schists. Sametimes they 
are less metamorph ic ,  and then they could be signified as im pure felspar
hearing sandstones ( » sparagmites » ) . Small layers of conglomerates 
and slates are interstratified in this division . This division seems to 
be separated from the fonner by an unconformity. The total thick
ness is taxed to 400 meters . 

5.  B re c cia, composed of the rocks of the former divisions and of archean 
rocks, and lying unconformably over them . This peculiar rock is, at 
!east to its greater part , a product of  the thrust movements which 
have taken place in this complex. 

No undoubted organic remains have been found in this complex, but 
TöRNEBOHM has described some curious structures, occurring in a lime
stone ,  which resembJe organic forms [ I S] .  

The » Dal-formation » is folded, and the folding axes generaJiy run in 
the direction N-S. The folds are often overturned, and at the western 
boundary considerable overthrusts occur, by which the archean gneisses 
have been driven eastwards over the younger formation, as has been pointed 
out by TöRNEBOHM in a paper published already r 883  [ I  s ] .  It is probable 
that the overthrusts reach much greater amounts than TöRNEBOHM has 
supposed, but no detailed revision of the geology of this area has been 
undertaken since the formation was first mapped by the GeologicaJ Survey 
in the sixties of the last century. In the fig. 6 I have given an inter
pretation of the architecture by which the overthrusts become of a consi-
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derable size in campara i son with the overthrusts as they have 
been demonstrated by TöRNEBOHM. � 

The tectonical movements have eaused more or less � 
prominent metamorphic features in which the mecanical effects 
generally are prevailing over the chemical transformations. 
The archean rocks which have taken part in the movements 
have got this metamorphism impressed on their older meta
morphi c  characters . Beside the cataclastic structures the de
velopment of epidote and sericite are characteristic for the 
archean gneisses of this area ; these gneisses have in the old er 
geological litterature, because of their difference from the nor- " 
mal archean gneiss-rocks of Sweden (which generally have � 
the structures and composition of lo\ver or more deap-seated ·� 
metamorphic zones) , been signified with special names, for in
stance >>Kroppefjälls-gneis » ,  »]ärbo-gneis » . These archean 
rocks occur not only in  the overthrust masses, but also extend 
over the surroundmgs of the Dal-formation, there often enelo
sing small rerrmants of the syndinals of this complex, which 
have escaped being removed by denudation . 

On the time in which this falding has taken place no 
direct evidences are available. When the paral lelisation of 
the camplex with the Jatulian in Finland is right, the falding 
must have preeecled the great subjatnian denudation,  and thus 
can conveniently be signified as epi_jatulimz. This paralleli-

� sation has not been accepted by all Swedish geologists . TöR- • <  

NEBOHM has suggested that, on the contrary, the Dal-forma
tion i s  equivalent to the j atnian Dala-sandstone. Really, and 
no regards taken to the tectonical features and to the petro
graphical differences which arise from the metamorphism, both 
areas show some quite obvious resemblances. The predo
minance of quartz-rocks and the interealatians of basic igneous 
beds are common for both these complexes. The sparag· 
mites of the h ighlands, which are superimposed the Dala
sandstone unconformably, remind one of the » gritty schists » 
of the Dal-formation, which seem also to be separated from 
the lower divisions of  this complex by an unconformity. 
However, all facts considered, the prohability might be grea- � 
ter for the equivalence of the Dal - formation to the Finnish 
Jatulian, an opinion which especially SEDERHOLM has vindi
cated. The prohability of this opinion is supported by the 
»Thelemark-quartzites» in Norway and their associated rocks 
which, as pointed out by SEDERHOLM, much remind one of 
the Jatulian of Finland . The Thelemark-complex is folded, 
and the folds run ,  as in the D al-formation, in the direction 
N-S. But a little to he  North from this Thelemark-area the 
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precambrian sparagmites occur, corresponding to the sparagmites which in 
Dalecarl ia succeed the Dala-sartdstone ; and these sparagmites bear no 
signs of havi ng taken part in the folding which has seized the Thele
mark-quartzites. From this circumstance it may be alloved to conclude 
that the folding-systems of the Thelemark-quartzites and the Dal-formation 
are older than the sparagmites and the with them connected j otnian sand
stones. 

The Dal-formation is dissected by a number of faults, running in the 
direction NW-SE, thus obliquely erossing the folding Iines. These dis· 
placements are distinctly marked in the topography and in the distribution 
of the rocks, as is especially well i l lustrated by the geological map, section 
» Baldersnäs » .  Topographically the Dal-formation can be characterized 
as a hilly di strict with many lakes, with the ridges and the lakes exten
ding in the same direction as the folding Iines. Between this area and 
the lake W enern an exceedingly well levelied plateau of archean rocks 
extends, rising not more than some twenty meters over the leve! of the 
lake. This plateau is best developed in the neighbourhood of Mellerud 
(section »RådaneforS>> ) . As already has been described (p. 4) this platform 
represents the almost unaltered subcambrian land-surface. The western 
boundary of the platform, which runs along the foot of the mountain-ridges 
Kroppefj äll and Kappebofj äl l ,  seems to coincide talerably weil with a fault .  
The mountains and valleys on the western side of this fault have been 
earved out in the subcambrian land-surface which originally may have ex
tended further to the W est. 

That the Dal-formation already in precambrian t ime was reduced by 
the denudation almost to its present extension may also be indicated by 
the fact that only small remnants of its syndinals occur in the Archean 
of the unaltered subcambrian landsurface which is stil l preserved on the 
eastern side of the Dal-formation (cf the sections >>Rådanefors>> ,  >> Upperud >> 
and >>W in gershamn >> ) .  

The subjatulian landsurface. 

Alth ough somewhat obl iterated by tectonical disturbances and meta
morphic forces the unconformity between the Dal-formation and the Ar
chean is generally weil visible. The bottom-conglomerates of the former 
are deposited on very different archean rocks, on gneisses, on the rocks 
of the Åmål-complex, later on described, and on granites which have pene
trated this complex. Pebbles of all these rocks are also met with in the 
bottom-conglomerates, and at many localities the latter turn into an arkose 
and into the only a little or not at all deranged weathering products of the 
s ubstratum.  Considering the varying development of the bottom-conglo
merates TöRNEBOHM has suggested that the subj atulian land-surface was 
not a levelied one, but, on the contrary, a very mountainous slll·face .  
This opinion i s  also based on his views on  the  mecanics of the overthrusts 
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[ I  s ] .  However, I think that TöRNEBOHM has much exaggerated the height 
of these prej atulian mountains. It seems probable that this landsurface 
may have been less weil levelied than the subj atnian and subcambrian 
landsurfaces, but that the prominences, on the whole, did not rise much 
over the valleys. 

If I am right in my opinion already above. expressed that the 
subcambrian land-surface is not worked out to any considerable depth 
underneath the subjatnian landsurface, it can be concluded from the 
geological features east of the Dal-formation, above referred to, that the 
subjatnian land-surface, on the contrary, was formed by a denudation , 
which reached to a great depth underneath the subjatulian land surface. 
The small remnants of the syndinals of the Dal-formation in the Archean, 
aböve mentioned, prove that a great denudation must have taken place 
in the Archean after the falding of the Dal-formation, and that conse
quently the subjatulian land-surface there has been situated far above the 
subjatnian and subcambrian surfaces, which - broadly speaking - in 
this district fairly coincide with the present land-plateau . Measured with 
the amount of  the denudation , the interval between the Jatuli an and the 
Jotnian thus may be much greater than the interval between the Jatnian 
and the Cambrian, and also greater than the Iong aera of denudation 
which in Fennoscandia has occupied nearly the whole postsiturian time. 
With this mode of vie wing, one can imagine why the j atulian complexes 
which, with regard taken to their great thicknesses, must be supposed to 
have originally extended far outside their present areas, already in pre
jatnian time were in such an extent removed by denudation, that they 
only exceptionally are known as substratum for the j atnian sanclstones. 

Lower P recamb r ian or A rchean . 

Upper limit of the Archean. 

The formations above treated have in Sweden unanimously been 
regarded as essentially younger than the Archean . By the geologists of 
the older generation they generally were signified as Cambrian or Lower 
Cambrian, or they were regarded as facies of  the Silurian. Later on ,  
when there began to be payed more attention to the great unconformity 
between these formations and the fossi liferous Cambrian, they were grouped 
tagether under the provisoric term »Precambrian » (NATHORST, 1 894) , a 
term which after the proposition of SEDERHOLM is nowadays generally 
exchanged fo.r »Algonkiam , with the two subdivisions '.fotnian and '.fatulian. 
Above, I have avoided the use of » Algonkian » as possibly eausing some 
misapprehension among foreign geologists, who may incline to a wider 
extension of this term as comprising also some complexes which in Sweden 
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generally have been signified as archean . The term »Proterozoic» can· 
not either seem appropriate to signify these formations, inasmuch as the pre
sence or absence of animal !if e is unsuitable as ground of division for geological 
formations in which undisputed organic remains have not at all been 
found. Besides, the problematic arganie traces which occur in these 
formations are not more evincible than the indications of arganie I ife 
which occur in same archean complexes. It could be proposed to follow 
the example of American geologists and entirely give up the term » Archean» ,  
but regarding the Archean o f  Sweden, and o f  Fennoscandia o n  the whole , 
it is perhaps most in conformity with nature to hold the Archean separa
ted from the younger precambrian formations by its old name. At all 
events, there is not sufficient reasons to introduce a new nomenciature in 
this treatise, the purpose of which is essentially limited to give an orien
tation in the precambrian geology of Sweden, as it is apprehended in  
present time. Same in th is paper inserted terms, as for example » subjot
nian » ,  » subjatulian » ,  »epij atulian» ,  >> serarchean » ,  have been ehosen with 
the special view to change the h itherto used terminology as little as 
possible .  The significance of these terms ought to be understood, with
out much explanation, from the connection in which they are used. 

The upper limit of the Archean of Fennoscandia is i ndicated by the 
subjatulian denudation and the immense time which it must represent. 
This great break in  the sequence of formations - probably the greatest 
in the history of the earth - separates the Archean from the younger 
complexes which above have been signified as j atulian . One can form an 
idea of the minimum amount of the subjatulian denudation from the fact 
that the metamorphic prejatulian or archean rocks which form the sub
stratum for the Jatulian generally show structures, characteristic for the 
deep-seated rock-flowage zone. At !east some thousand meters of the 
Archean thus must have been removed by denudation, before the j atulian 
sediments were laid down. 

The youngest prej atul ian granites, the » serarchean» granites, which 
wil l  be described in  the following, were also laid bare from their covering 
by the same denudation. lt could be proposed to introduce an especial 
term between the Archean and the Jatulian for the vast time during 
which the just narned denudation was performed. But, i nasmuch as no 
sedimentary complexes occur in our country which could be referred to 
this time, i t  may be most convenient to signify this time by the term 
» subjatulian » ,  which thus is formed in analogy with the term » subjotnian » .  
The great terrestrial movements which have seized the archean rocks of 
Sweden and which are previous to te subjatulian denudation are conveni
ently referred to the Archean. Moreover, the wide spread granites which 
have intruded the Archean after its folding and which have been ex
posed by the subjatulian denudation generally have been regarded as 
archean. lt could be proposed to exclude these granites from the Archean, 
inasmuch as they are younger than the great faldings and displacements 
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which have given to the main mass of the Archean its most striking 
features, and signify them as subj atulian , for example, in analogy with 
the signification » subjotnian » ,  used for the igneous rocks of the rapakivi
group (p.  I 3) .  Bu t s u ch a c han ge of the nomendature h itherto used 
seems to be of little value and should to much break with the principles 
which have been followed by all Feanoscandian geologists in the mapping 
of our archean and other precambrian rocks . 

Serarchean granites.1 

The granites belonging to this group occur as smaller and greater 
massives, scattered over the archean area of Sweden, from Blekinge and 
Bohuslän in  the South to Lappland in the North. Compared to the older 
granites they are not generally much deformed by metamorphic forces . 
Secondary gneiss-structu res thus are, as a rule, wanting, but less promi
nent cataclastic features are seldom wholly absent. Regarding their mine
ralogical and structural characters these granites can be classified in a 
few types. One type, occurring over wide areas in  middle Norrland, and 
more scarcely in other provinces, is a coarse grained gray or reddish 
porphyric granite with great (3 -6 cm.) Carlsbader-twins of orthoclase or 
microcline. The femic m inerals are commonly represented by black mica 
and, in some less acidic varieties, by hornblende . Another type, either 
forming independent massives or nearly connected with and grading into 
the porphyric granites just described, is a fine or m iddle grained gray or 
light reddish biotite-granite . As a good example of this type the granite 
in the surmundings of Stockholm, the » Stockholm-granite » ,  may be men
tioned. A third type, a true muscovite-granite, occurs very abundantly 
as small massives in Ångermanland. To these types can be added as a 
fourth type the coarse pegmatitic granites which generally form a dike 
facies in the boundary zones and in the surmundings of the massives, 
but also can extend over greater areas as massives (for instance in the 
province Närike, NW from the lake Hjälmaren) . Some of these pegmatites 
are rich in pneumatolytic minerals, for instance the renowned occurrences 
of Ytterby, Finnbo, Broddbo, Kårarfvet, and Utö. 

Characteristic for these serarchean granites with regard to their 
geological appearance i s  that they never are connected with effu sive rocks 

1 The granites o f  this group generally i n  the litterature have been signified as »youn gest »  

o r  > younger a rchea n granites » .  O n  t h e  sn rvey m a p  b y  TöRN EBOHM [ r ]  they have got a 
separate colon r and have been called » a rchean granites of the third grou p » ,  HoLMQVIsT i n  
h i s  monograph on the Swedish gran i tes [ 1 3] u s e s  t h e  term » du rchbrech ende archaeische 
Granite». The term, here proposed, derives from the latin » sero » = late, and i s  thus equal 
to » late-archean > ,  » spätarchäish » ,  » senarkeisk » .  !t could have been preferable to use · the 

term » eparchean » ,  but this term has already been used in another sense i n  the American 
litterature. 
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and never turn into porphyric or micrographic boundary-facies, hut that 
they generally are accompanied by a multitude of coarse pegmatites, 
originating from the massives or cutting them and their surroundings, 
Basic, dioritic and gabbroid rocks are generally not present in  these gra
nites in other wise than as distincly enclosed, fragments, hut micaceous 
segregations occur occasionally which give to the rock a mottled aspect 
(f. ex. the Skellefteå-granite) . As a peculiar facies of the Stockholm-granite 
the orbicular gran i te from Vasastaden is to be mentioned. The most 

Fig. 7· Sketch-map of the Archean in the surroundings of Stockholm. 

striking contrast to the other archean granites this group shows in its 
behaviour to the surrounding rocks, as is best illustrated by the sketch
m ap fig. 7 and the map plate L The boundaries of  the serarchean 
granite-massives run wholly independent of the strike of the sur
rounding gneisses and schists which are in all d irections cut by dikes and 
veins o r iginating from the massive, and in the granite itself small and 
great bodies of the gneiss-rocks have been enclosed, which often have 
their fragroental characters weil preserved, inasmuch as they are only little 
affected by resorption. On the other hand these fragments have been often 
transformed into » veined gneisses » by pegmatitic inj ections and segregations. 
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In some cases the metamorphic i nfluence of the granite on the schists is 
as insignificant that the older metamorphic characters of the latter are 
still easly recognizable. 

Although some granite massives can not without hesitation be classi
fied as serarchean and be separated from the older, generally more 
or less gneisseous granites, and although also some doubt can arise 
w ith regard to the discrimination of  some occurrences from the subjatnian 
granites, already described, i t  seems as if the group in the restriction 
here given represents, on the whole, a talerably distinct chronological 
unity. This group is on the one side younger than the dynomometa
morphism of  the main mass of the Archean, on the other it i s  older than 
the subjatulian denudation .  It is a peculiari ty of the Archean of Penno
seandia that the great granitic intrusions have not continued in the 
sedimentary complexes which above have been described as jatulian and 
jo tnian. The serarchean granites thus mark the upper limit of the Archean , 
as especially SEDERHOLM has laid stress on in his chronological dividing 
up of the Precambrian. From a formalistic point of view one could think 
that i t  was unlogical to take these granitic intrusions as a criterion for the 
limiting of the Archean from the younger Precambdan, hut the geological 
relations of the latter in other respects corroborate, with regard to the 
great Precambrian area of  Sweden and Finland, the validity of this mode 
of viewing. 

Stratigraphical principles for the Archean. 

Among the Swedish geologists of the older generations neptumsti c 
ideas we re predominating. Re all y the Wernerian School has gathered the 
principles of  its system from Swedish naturalists of the eighteenth century,  
especially from LINNE and THORBERN BERGMAN. Still in the latter part 
of the last century neptunistic ideas were embraced by our leading geo
logists of which fact the maps and the interpretations of the Archean 
hear witness. Almost all schistose, fol iated and gneisseous rock-struetures 
were regarded as sedimentary, and much labour was from this point of 
v iew spent on the establishing of a stratigraphical succession in the 
Archean. This mode of viewing was also to a certain extent adopted by 
TöRNEBOHM in his fundamental researehes in the seventies and eighties, 
but thereby he supported his chronological scheme by the geological rela
tions of the supposed sedimentary rocks to the granite massives which 
have such a great extention and occur in such a great number of petro
graphical types in the Swedish Archean. TöRNEBOHM distinguished three 
chronological granite groups to which the sedimentary and schistase rocks 
could be correlated by their contact features. Starting from similar prin, 
ciples SEDER HOLM has later on tried to get a chronological scheme, 
a pplicable for the whole Fennoscandian archean area. Some uncertainity 
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however, is necessarly attached to this metod, as well as to other chronolo
gical divisions which are not based on paleonto logical evidences. Grani tes 
of different petrographical types can be synchronous, and the same petro
graphical type can recur in massives of d ifferent age . Even the degree 
of metamorphism of the granites ought not to be considered as a criterion 
of the age, inasmuch as the metamorphic forces can have been stronger 
and have continued longer in one district than in another. 1 Only w hen 
minutely following the geological and petrographical features from tract 
to tract the metod may be applicable .  At present the Fennoscandian 
area i s  not surveyed and mapped in this manner to its whole extension . 
Thus each chronological succession applied on this extended area has, 
at our present stage of knowledge , its value mainly as a working hypo
thesis. But as founded essentially on the earrelations of petrographically 
defined groups, the subdivisions have a significance apart from the chro
nological value, since they give a general view on the petrography and 
the architecture of  the Archean. 

For the purpose of this treatise it may be sufficient to divide the 
Archean into two great groups or facies, when the serarchean granites are 
leaved out of consideration. One group then is characterized by the 
predominance of gneisseous rocks ; the other group is less strong ly meta
morphic and is composed, partly of still recognisible supracrustal igneous 
and sedimentary rocks, partly of granites and associated intrusive rocks. 
Generally speaking, these two groups have been regarded as representing 
two great chronological divisions, but i t  often happens that the younger 
rocks can be so strongly performed by the metamorphic forces that they 
have got the characters of the first group or, on the contrary, that older 
rocks have preserved the ir  primary characters just as weil as the rocks 
of the latter division. Furthermore, the gneiss rocks of the supposed older 
group can really sometimes be younger than the overlying upper group, 
may the pal ingenetic ideas of Sederholm [z] be right. 

No unconformity of  more than local value is known in the Archean , 
which could be used as separating Iine between older and younger divi
sions. But there are many limited areas on which it is possible to 
accomplish a subdivision . 

For the following general view on the Archean of  Sweden it is most 
practical to di vide this exte11ded and variegated area in different districts , 
each o f  them characterized by a peculiar development of i ts predominant 
rock complexes. The boundaries of  these districts wil l  appear from the 
sketch-map, PI. I .  The districts will be described in a geographical 
order, beginning with the southern and proeecding to the northe m districts. 
In connection with these descriptions some remarks will be made on the 
earrelat i ons in which the districts stand to each other. 

1 Moreo v e r, i f  the ideas recently developed by SEDERHOLM o n  the importance of 

palingenetic processes in the A rchean of Fennoscandia [2] prove to be true,  the granites be
come still m uch more unthrustworty for chronological divisions.  
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The great gneiss-district of southwestern Sweden. 

This area is camposed of strongly metamorphic rocks among which 
red g-ranulated g-m·isses, in the older l itterature s ignified as iron-g-neiss (»jern
g-neis ») ,  are the most common. They have their name from the presence 
of magnetite as a conspicuous consti tuent. Other femic minerals are 
general ly very scarcely present. By the increasing of these minerals (mica, 
pyroxene, hornblende) this gneiss tu rns into grayish, often more or less 
d istinctly banded gneiss. The structure is generally middle grai ned and 
typ i cally granular. When seen in small pieces the rock has a granitic 
aspect, but in the field a more or less distinct banking and parallel struc
ture is to be seen .  The chemical composition of these gneisses is a true 
granitic one, and often they turn into foliated and massive grani tes, 
with partly preserved primary structures. Such granites often form 
lense-shaped bodies in the gneiss-area, and then they can be regarded as 
relics which have escaped being performed to gneiss. These granites 
are often porphyri c ,  and their great felspars have become more or less 
lenticular, thus giving rise to eyed grani tes or gneisses. TöRNEBOHM 
has pointed out that these granitic nuclei , as a rule, show a slower tran
sition upwards than downwards to the surrounding gneiss. There ought 
to be separated from these eyed granites and gneisses some rocks in 
this district, the » eyes» of which have been . formed by crystallisation 
during the metamorphic process. These » eyes » often grade into stripes 
and bands, camposed of coarse grain ed segregations of felspar (and quartz) , 
thus giving rise to a kind of banded gneiss. In the surmundings of 
Trollhättan these rock-varieties and gradations can be easly studied. 

As interealatians in the red iron-gneiss, and in some parts of the 
district prevailing over them, another gneiss occurs which is characterized 
by a grayish colour and a weil developed banded structure. The banding 
is partly eaused by the distribution of the mica, partly by the varying 
s ize and amount of the other components. This gneiss has also a granitic 
compositiOn. Hornblende can be present in  the gneiss, which often grades 
into amphibolites, forming either intercalated thin bands or thicker belts 
or even ]ense shaped bod ies .  These amphibolites, as wel l as similar ones 
occurring as belts in the iron-gneiss, may often be metamorphic basic 
dikes which run parallel with the strike of  the surmunding gneiss, In 
the archipelago of Koster, in Kattegatt, one can very weil follow the 
transi tion of these amphibolitic belts into still recognizable dikes . 

In the greater amphibolitic masses, gradations into gabbros or diorites 
are not seldom to be seen, which are analogous to the transitions from 
gneiss to granite, already described. 

A peculiar basic variety o f  the gneiss occurs south of Gothenburg, 
in the neighbourhood of Warberg. This rock, the so called » Warberg 
granite » or »Warberg·gneiss» is granulated, with relic structures occas-
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sionally preserved. Mineralogically the rock differs from the normal gneiss 
by the presence of a pale green diallage as main femic constituent, by 
the perthitic felspar, and by the small  amount of quartz. Chemically the 
rock is nearly related to the syenites. The pink green rock is  weil 
exposed in the quarries south of  \Narberg, where also its relations to the 
ordinary iron·gneiss and the granitic gneiss, to which it shows transitions, 
is weil perceivable.  

Among the basic rocks of this district the hyperz'tes offer the greatest 
interest . They are limited mainly to a zone of some twenty kilometers 
breadth , running al on g the eastern boundary of the district [PI .  I] . 
Generally this rock forms extended hills and ridges of some kilometers 
length, ri s ing over the surmunding gneiss in which they are conformly 
enclosed. At the ir  boundaries the hyperites turn into garnet iferous 
amphibolites, with a generally well developed schistosity. In the interior 
they have their primary igneous structure weil preserved, and the mine
rals are quite fresh. The original structu re is rather ophi tic, and the plagio
clase sometimes forms flatened phenocrysts with a trachytoidal arrange
ment. The relative amount of the different minerals is very varying. 
Of  the two pyroxenes, the diallage and the hyperstene ,  the latter is 
commonly the more abundant in such varieties which are poor in olivine.  
Titanomagnetite is sometimes Concentrated in such amounts as to form 
an iron-ore. The farnous mountain Taberg, south of the lake Wettern , 
is to its main part composed of a variety of the hyperite which contains 
as essential components olivine and titanomagnetite. 

From the correlation between the amphibolitic bonndary-forms of 
the hyperites and the adjacent gneiss it is evident that the hyperites have 
taken part in the tectonical revolutions by which this gneiss·district has 
obtained its metamorphic character. It is, however, sernewhat unexspected 
to find the primary structures of  these hyperites preserved in such a 
great extent, when they have been exposed for tectoni cal forces of such 
violence. 

Regarding the age of  the hyperites there can be gained some evi
dences from their relations to a quartzite-complex occurring in northern 
Wärmland in the neighbourhood of the among mineralegists renowned 
mountain 1-forrsjöberget. This complex, which will be described later on 
in connection with some other analogous areas, is cut by a hyperitic dike 
belonging to the great boundary belt of the gneiss-district already alluded 
to. In the same manner the hyperites in the neighbourhood of Kragerö 
in Norway have intruded similar quartzite-complexes. These complexes 
have taken part in the tectonical movements by which the gneiss·district 
of western Sweden and adjacent parts of Norway has gathered its meta
morphic features, and the hyperites themselves have also been metamor
phosed in  their boundary-zones by the same movements. Pegmatitic 
dikes and veins, which may be interpreted as archean , occasionally are 
met w i th in the hyperi tes (f. ex. at Taberg) . From these circumstances 
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it is obvious that the hyperites ought to be considered as  archean rocks, 
but that they must be essentially younger than the iron-gneiss in which 
they apparently occur as  beds or intercalations. Their close connection 
with the iron-gneiss is a consequence of their being exposed for the same 
metamorphic forces. It may in this connection also be remembered that 
the dikes of bronzite-diabase al read y mentioned (p. 1 9) ,  are younger than the 
with them geographically connected hyperites, as is proved by the fact 
that they show no signs of having been metamorphosed and that they cut 
the hyperites. 

The architecture of the gneiss-d istrict is characterized by a predomi
nant N-S strike,  especially marked in the eastern and western boundary
zones of the district . In the middle parts of the great gneiss-area the 
strike is less decided , as wi l l  appear from the map, PI. r .  Contrary to 
the general rule in the Archean of Sweden, the structure planes often 
have over wide areas only a gentie d ip ,  or they lie tolerably horizontal . 
From these features it may be concluded that the tectonical movements 
by which the rocks of thi s  district have been metamorphosed chiefly have 
been thrusts and intense overfoldings ; and from the petrography and the 
structural . characters of this area it may be allowed to suggest that the 
movements to the greatest part have taken place in the zone of plastic 
deformation or of rock-f!owage. 

The region on the whole can thus be regarded as the root or base 
of a deeply denuded archean moutain-range in which thrusts or hori zontal 
displacements have, as in many younger mountain-ranges, predominated 
over the forming of more vertically erected folds. 

Later on in this treatise I will return to the different opinions about 
the geology and the age of the gneiss rocks of  this district and to the 
question about i ts relation to the Archean of eastern Sweden. Before 
leaving the district, a few remarks may, however, be added about some 
areas of  comparatively less metamorphic rocks and rock complexes occur
ring here. 

In its westernmost part, close to the coast of  Kattegatt, the gneiss 
is intruded by a gran i te massive, the >> Bohus )) - or " Strömstad-granite >> ,  
which is to b e  considered as serarchean. 

In the surmundings of the Dal-formation some granites occur which 
may partly be only relic-granites, bclonging to the great gneiss-area , 
partly some younger granites, more or less metamorphosed by the 
epij atul i an folding (cf p .  z r ) . The archean rocks in this tract generally 
hear evidence of  this  folding and are characterized especially by cataclastic 
structures, development of  seri cite, epidote, and chlorite, thus differing 
from the ordinary gneiss rocks of the district which have got their meta
morphi c  character by the olrler displacements already described. 

In the neighbourhood of the Dal-formation another rock complex also 
occurs which is of a special interest. This complex is known as the 
Å m å l-fo r m a tio n or Å m å l - comp lex. 
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Situated at the west-coast of the lake Wenern, and bounded to the 
West by the Dal-formation, this complex was mapped already forty years 
ago, at the same occasion as the Dal-formation. According to the 
descriptions by TöRNEBOHM ( 1 4) the complex is composed of porphyric 
rocks, conglomera tes, quartzites, and greenish metamorphic tuffs ( » eurites » ), 
and is by an unconformity separated from the overlying Dal- formation . 

Fig. 8. Archean quartzite from the Åmål-complex, showing current bedding. 

The conglomerates ,  which probably are the first described of the Archean , 
occur at different horizons and are generally easly recognizable as true 
conglomerates . The quartzites show occasionally current bedding (fig. 8), 
well marked by small layers of hämatite . Ripple -marks have also been 
noted in  this rock. The green tuffaceous rocks alternate with the quart· 
zite and are by transiti on rocks allied to it. The Åmål-complex was 
folded and metamorphosed already in prejatulian time, and i t  forms a 
part of the subj atulian land-surface upon which the Dal- formation was 
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laid down (p. 20) .  The complex i s  intruded by granites which, owing to 
their relations to the Dal-formation and to the subjatulian denudation, must 
be regarded as archean or serarchean. The granites have exercised an 
intense contact influence on the Åmål-quartzite, much resembling the 
contact phenomena of the Westerwik-quartzite which will later on be 
described .  

The Åmål-complex can be followed several miles northwards from 
Åmål. In this direction the metamorphism increases, and the complex is 
covered by gneiss rocks which may be interpreted as overthruded. These 
overthrusts may probably be referred to the great tectonical revolutions 
by which the Archean of western Sweden was metamorphosed .  Conse
quently the gneiss-structure of the great western gneiss-district is to be 
considered as younger than the Åmål-complex. 

Another and not less interesting quartzite formation occurs within 
this great gneiss-region, close to its eastern horder, viz. the Wes ta n å 
co mp lex, first described b y  G. D E  GEER [ r 6] and later o n  treated i n  a 
monograph by H. BÄCKSTRÖM [ 1 7] .  Referring to the latter treatise for 
further information, I will here only give a short summary of this interes
ting complex. 

The Westanå-complex is  composed of quartzitic rocks, amphibolites, 
and dense fine-grained gneiss, which are pressed down in the ordinary 
gneiss-formation (iron-gneiss) of western Sweden . The quartzitic rocks form 
the uppermost member and are partly pure quartzites and partly musco
vite- quartzites, with a more or less strong schistosity. The latter often 
contain cyanite, andalusite, and otrel lite. Occasionally tourmaline, rutile ,  
and hämatite are present in the quartzite, the hämatite forming thin layers , 
as in the Åmål-quartzite. Conglamerate layers with weil rounded, but 
deformed quartzitic pebbles are interstratified _in the muscovite-quartzite. 
Underneath the quartzite bed there lies a bed of amphibol ite, with a 
maximum thickness of about 1 00 meters . This rock is interpreted by 
BÄCKSTRÖM as a metamorphosed diabase or diabase-tuff. The dense fine
grained gneiss which forms the lowest member of  the complex repre
sents, according to the same author, metamorphic quartz-porphyrite-tuffs 
(dacite-tuffs). These rocks occur also as interealatians or alternating with 
the quartzite. 

BÄCKSTRÖM, considers the complex as being metamorphosed partly by 
tectonical forces, partly by granitic intrusions. The latter should be of 
greater importance and older. However, it may be suggested that at !east 
a part of the granite massives in this neighbourhood are serarchean and 
ymmger than the great falding epoch of the Archean. 

The H o r r sjö b e rg- co mp le x  in northern Wärmland, described by 
A. SJÖGREN already 1 876 [ r 8] ,  shows striking analogies with the Åmål
and W estanå-complexes . The predominant rocks are quartzites and por
phyries, both more or less metamorph ic  and with varieties which are quite 
s imilar to the rocks of the two other areas . That the complex is inter-
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sected by hyperite is already above mentioned (p. 30) . It is very probable 
that these three areas represen t small remnants of a former! y more extencted 
division of the Archean, younger than the iron-gneiss formation in which 
they have been pressed down,  and that they have taken part in the dis
placements by which the great gneiss region of western Sweden got its 
metamorphic character .  

Finally, a few words may be added about a rock of the gneiss
district •vhich o ften has been mentioned as i ndicating organ ic  I i fe in remote 
archean t ime. This rock is  the bituminous gneiss of  Nul/aberg, which in 
the older l iterature has been i nterpreted as a layer in the great i ron-gneiss 
formation. With our present knowledge about the metamorphi c  processes 
by which gneisses are formed , i t  is evident that an eventually bituminous 
rock cannot have escaped being transformed to a graphitic one, when 
exposed to metamorphic forces of a strength sufficient to produce a truc 
gneiss rock. A bituminous gneiss, hence, can hardly prove the existence 
of organic I ife in archean time. A graphite·gneiss shou ld  be more con 
vincing. It seems probable, after the microscopic examination made by 
TöRN EBOHl\1 [ 1 9] ,  that the rock of N ullaberg has been a porous microcline 
rock, which secondarily has been penetrated by a bitnminous liquid which 
later on by oxidation has been transformed to the present pitch-like sub
stance. Besides, the m icrocline rock does not belong to the iron gneiss . 
but may rather be interpreted as a sort of pegmatite in which the quartz 
is wanting and substituted by small holes or pores. Similar rocks, occa
sionally containing bitumen or calcite, have been found also in other 
parts of the Swedish Archean . And some of these founds are undoub
tedly of igneous origin , f. ex .  the so·called » calcite-granites » of Upland. 

The great granite- district of South-eastern Sweden (Småland) .  

The archean district n o w  t o  b e  treated, with its generally weil pre
served igneous rocks, presents a striking contrast to the thorongh meta
morphic area of  western Sweden . Predominating here are gramtes of very 
varying composition and structures and also of different ages. In the 
southern part, and in some localities at the northeastern boundary, scat · 
tered granile massives occur which may be classified as serarchean, but 
the main bulk of granites ought to be regarded as older,  although they, 
because of their insignificant metamorphism, often look like younger gra
nites. Basic rocks, diorite and gabbro, and even syenites occur frequently 
in close connection with some granite types. Manytimes the granites also 
tum to monzonitic and adamellitic rocks. As the petrography of this gra 
n ite district is treated at some length by HOLMQVIST in h i s  monograph on 
th e Swedish granites [ 1 3 ] ,  I can here desist from a detailed description .  
In the following there will b e  opportunity t o  lay stress upon some occur
rences and types which are of special geological interest. 
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Beside the granites and the other plutanie rocks, sup1·acrustal iglleous 
rocks have quite a !arge extension i n  this d istrict , forming lengthened areas 
with .  predomi nant east-western strike, and be in g endosed by the gran i tes 
(cf the map, PI. I). 

The greatest part of these volcanic rocks consists of acid porphyries 
and associated tuffs.  O .  ::\ToRDENSKJÖLD, in a noticeable monograph [20] , 

Fig. 9- A pressed ar�hean conglomerate ,  with pebbles of porph:vries, granite ,  , -ein-quartz .  
Malm bäck- cotnplex. 

has deset·ibed the petrography o f  these interesting rocks a n d  shown that 
they occasionally have many weil preserved prima1-y features, as for in
stance : fluida! structures, sphärolithes, perlitic cracks, l i thophysce , ash
structures . The primary features, however, are mostly obliterated by 
metamorphism, and the rocks have often acqu ired a more or less distinct 
schistosity, thus grading into the general l y  more metamorphic rocks, wh ich 
have been sign ified as hälleflintas,  granu lites, leptites .  
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The relations of these supracrustal rocks to the surrounding granites 
offer much of interest, but they are not yet wholly cleared up. Although 
it  is  substantiated that these granites generally are younger than the 
adj acent volcanic rocks, it often happens that there cannot be drawn any 
distinct boundary, inasmuch as the rocks apparently grade into each 
other quite imperceptibly. Thi s transition may be eaused partly by the 
contact-metamorphic influence of the granite on the volcanic rocks, partly 
by the development of a fine-grained porphyric structure in the boundary 
zone of the granite itself, and partly also by later dynamometamorphic 
effects on both rocks. 

Porphyric dikes of great petrographical interest are frequent, espe
cially in the neighbourhood of the contacts between the granites and the 
volcanic rocks, and they cut them often in a great number, often run
ning tolerably parallel to each other. These rocks can be classified as 
quartz-porphyries and porphyritic uralite-diabases. The  former hold gene
rally great idiomorph phenocrysts of  felspar and rounded quartz-pheno·  
crysts, lying in a micrographic or microgranitic groundmass ; the latter 
often contain phenocrysts of  plagioclase, which can reach as much as one 
decimeter in length. Both rocks frequently occur together, forming » com
posed dikes » or » mixed dikes » in which the basic rock generally occu pies 
the ex�erior, the acidic rock the interior of  the dike. For further infor· 
mation about the petrography of these dikes reference may be made to 
the papers by NORDENSKJÖLD [zo] and H E DSTRÖM [2 1] . 

In connection with the supracrustal i gneous rocks, metamorphic rocks 
of  sedirnentary origin occur in some locali ties, especially in the surmundings 
of the Almesåkra-complex. Phyllites and slaty rocks, sometimes alterna
ting with or grading into tuff-rocks, play the greatest part arnong these 
sediments ; quartzites and calcareous rocks occur more subordinately. Con
glomerates have also been found in 'these archean complexes. A very beau
t iful conglomerate , with weil rounded pebbles of  different rocks (fig. 9) , 
l ies in the »Ma lm b ä ck - comp le : n  (southeast of Taberg and west of Al
mesåkra) . This complex consists, further, of dense felsitoidic rocks, with 
a more or less distinct band-structure, probably containing material of 
tuffaceous orig in .  These rocks, as weil as the conglomerate, are intruded 
by an archean granite, and they were already metarnorphosed before the 
intrusion. Thus their referring to the Archean cannot be disputed. 

The western boundary of this granite-district is not distinct, there is 
a tolerably broad helt of  intermediate character which joins the district 
to the western gneiss-area. On the whole, the gneiss rocks of this 
area look rnore granitic in this belt, and the eastern granites, in their 
turn, often show gneiss structures , which , however, by some cataclastic 
features and by the development of seric ite and epidote often differ from 
the typical gneiss structures of the western area . Two distinct cataclastic 
zones of this kind run in north-southern direction close to Jönköping, one 
following the eastern, the other following the western shore of the lake 
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Wettern [ 22 ] , It is possible that these zones may be referred to displa
cements which are essentially younger than the terrestrial movements 
that have metamorphosed the archean rocks of western Sweden. 

It is noticeable that the general strike of  the rocks in the two great 
districts is very different, being N- S in the western district, as has 
already been said,  and in the e astern district prevailingly E-W. In the 
transition-helt, just described ,  one can sometimes see indications of a 
gradual change from the latter to the former direction, hut, as a rule, i t  
i s  not possible t o  decide which o f  them i s  the old e r  and which the younger. 

At the soutftem end of the granite-district fine-grained, commonly 
grayish gneisses form a helt which has the strike in E-W and separates 
the granite area from the southern Baltic coast (see the map). These 
gneiss rocks, both structurally and tectonically, resemble the rocks of the 
iron-gneiss area. In the surmundings of  the W estanå-complex they join 
also with this area of which they can be regarded as a ramification to 
the East. The di p of the gneiss here i s  generally quite gentle ( I 0-40°) 
to the North . Approaching to the western gneiss area, one will find that 
the strike changes to N W-SE, hut wether it  passes continually into the 
N-S strike of  this area i s  undecided. Unfortunately the rock is much 
covered by glacial deposits and swamps, j ust in the tract where the relation 
between the two strike directions should be stated . This boundary helt 
is described and mapped by HEDSTRÖM [ 23 ] . 

The boundary between the granite district and this southern gneiss 
zone is not distinctly marked, inasmuch as the gran ites generally become 
foliated w hen approaching the gneiss. There exists consequently some analogy 
in the behaviour of the granite district towards the southern and western 
districts. The fo l iation of these granites is previous to the serarchean 
granites which form some isolated massives in the neighbourhood of the 
Westanå-complex. 

At the nortft-eastenz boundary of this granite-district the granites come 
into contact with an interesting sedimentary formation which is camposed 
essentially of  quartzite , quartzi tic mica-schists and with them nearly con
nected felspar-hearing rocks ( » leptites » ) ,  and also with amphibolites. This 
formation is known under the name of the » Wes terwik - co mp lex » .  The 
quartzite of Westerwik often shows current bedding and reminds one more 
of some postarchean quartzites than of archean rocks . Its archean age, 
however, is proved by the fact that it is intruded by granites which un
animously have been regarded as archean , and must be interpreted as such , 
with the Ii mi t ing of the Archean ,  that is in common use in our country. The 
intruding granites (especially the coarse, porphyric »Loftahammar·granite») 
have exercised strong contact infiuence on the quartzite, and have given 
rise to interesting contact-rocks which are exceptionally well exposed on 
the bare rock surfaces of the Westerwikarchipelago [24] . Beside these 
contact features, a network of granitic veins also often hear evidence of 
the geological relations between the granite and the sedimentary rocks. 
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This complex shows much resemblance to the Westanå-format ion, 
above described. Conglamerates are wanting, but andalusite- and sillima
nite·quartzites, muscovite-schists, and quartzites with bands of hämatite 
occur here, as weil as in the Westanå complex. Amphibolites play in 
the vicinity of  Åtwidaberg an important part in a rock series which is a 
north-western continuation of  the Westerwik-formation, and these amphi
bolites probably earrespond to the amphibolites of  Westanå. The Wester
wik-complex, with its intruded granites, has been strongly pressed and 
has a more or less pronounced schistosity or foliation, running in the direc
tion N \V - SE, tolerably weil following the north-eastern boundary of the 
great granite-distri ct .  The pre,-sure has here, as  wei l  as  on the western 
s ide of  the granite-district, been especially strong in some thin helts and 
has performed the granites to dense mylonites. These pressure-zones have 
hade a great influence on the modelling of the land surface in this 
tract. 

The granite-district now described is destitute of greater orc-deposits. 
Although a mimber of  ore-occurrences are known, only a few have been 
worked with profit. Except the nickel ·ore of Klefva which has the character 
of segregations in a dioritic rock, the ores of  this district are epigenetic 
and are mostly confined to quartz-vei ns and crush-zones. Among these 
the gold-mines of Ädelfors, the copper-ores of Sunnerskog and Fredriks
berg , and the mangan-ores of Spexeryd and Hohult may be mentioned. 
The copper-m·es of Solstad, Skrikerum (which also contain selene-minerals) , 
Gladhammar (also with cobol t-minerals) , and Åtwidaberg are situated at the 
boundaries of the great granitic area and ought rather to be referred to 
the outside of it and to the adj acent gneiss-districts. 

The eastern gneiss- district, south of the lake Mälaren. 

A considerable district of  predominant gneiss-rocks extends from the 
l ake Mälaren in the North to the above treated granite-district in the 
Southwest, and reaches the Baltic coast in the East, hence forming a 
triaugular area with the corners i n  the neighbourhood of Stockholm, Wäster
wik and near the north eastern end of the lake Wenern. 

The most conspicuous rock of this district is a gray garnct-c01;dierite
/(neiss with a chemical composition indicating its derivation from a c lay-sedi 
ment. Sillimanite, graphite, and pyrite are also characteristic components 
in th i s  gneiss. The femic minerals are generally representcd by mica, 
but amphibole is also sometimes present and is then often Concentrated 
as to form bands or lenses of amphibol ite .  The structure of this gneiss 
is commonly banded, the banding being marked mostly by coarse-grained 
and somewath pegmatitic segregations of felspar and quartz, which alter
nate with the more fine-grained dark gneiss. The arrangement of  the 
components gives often the rock the appearence of having a rough 
fluida! structure. Fine grained, round or elliptic patches of the gneiss 
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then l ie  enclosed in a coarser, pegmatltrc mass. These patches are often 
bordered by a th in  zone of  different cumposition which, because of its 
behaviour to the weathering, stands out and forms peculiar seralls on the 
exposed rock-surfaces. 

Reddis/t and grayislt gneisses of a granitic composition also p lay an 
essential part in this distr ict .  These gneisses sometimes look l ike the 
i ron-gneiss of the western Sweden, sometimes they are eyed gnei sses with 
relic granite characters. Some of the gray gneisses are distinctly banded 
and then they are not always easly d istinguished from the garnet-gneiss 
with which they seem to be nearly connected . The geological rel ations of the 
d ifferent gneisses of this d i strict, however, are not quite clear, the mapping 
of them being made before the modern vrews about the metamorphism. 

Fig. r o .  \\'eathered surface of a folded l imestone,  containing hl\·ers of fine graincd gneiss.  
Persö, Södermanland. 

TöRN EHO HM,  in his older in vestigatians in terpreting the greatest part of 
these rocks from a neptunistic point of view, has endeavonred to establish 
a stratigraphical succession, which however - as also held forth by TöRNE
BOHM himself - cannot be regarded as thrustworthy. The rocks here 
have really gone through such vialen t  and sweeping revolutions that the 
interpretation of their geology offers immense difficulties. It can be sug
gested that same of the grani t ic gneisses have as granites intruded the 
metasedimentary gneisses before or simultaneausly to the great tectonical 
movements \oYhich have befallen them. 

Limestones are often intercalated in the gneisses, above described, 
especially in the garnet-gneiss. They are commonly coarse or middle 
grained marbles and form lengthened bodies or layers which can have an 
extension of same kilometers. O ften they are dalamitic and turn into 
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true dolomites . Olivine, serpentine, and talc occur abundantly in some 
varieties, for instance in the renowned Kolmård-marble, in which they give 
rise to a beautiful Eozoon-structure. Other occurrences are characterized 
by contact-minerals, as spinet, chondrodite, humite, wollastonite, vesuvian, 
garnet. The l imestones, especially the smaller occurrences, are generally 
rich in sil i ca minerals, and often they alternate with thin layers of  fine 
gra ined gneisseous rocks (fig. 1 0) . The latter are often broken as to form 
a breccia of a more or less conglomeratic appearance. 

Among the ore-deposits occurring in the gneiss-district only a few may 
be noted in this treatise. Magnetite-ores form lense-shaped bodies in some 
fine-grained varieties of  the gneiss. They for the most part are of  the 
same kind and mode of occurrence as the magnetites of the next district .  
Copper- and cobolt-ores have been broken since Iong ago in the limestone 
of Tunaberg in Södermanland .  A considerable band of zincblende is inter
calated in a fine-grained gneiss at Åmmeberg, near to the northern end of 
the lake \Vettern, and i s  at present worked on a rather !arge scale .  A 
little further to the North the old cobolt-mines of V ena are situated . The 
ore is in these mines confined to quartz-veins which cross a fine-grained 
gneiss. 

An intermediate position between the Iimestones and the i ron-ores 
can be assigned to the eu!ysite of Tunaberg and Gillinge . The main 
component of this rock is a mangan-olivine ,  and the rock certainly is formed 
by a metasomatic transformation of a band of limestone, comparable with 
the transformation in other localities of this rock to magnesian-sil icates 
or to iron-ores, more or less mixed with ferromagnesian sil icates. Really 
the eulysite also turns into a manganiferous iron-ore, rich in mangan-olivine. 

The general strike i s  in this gneiss-district E-W, in the southern part 
turning to NW- SE, and in the northeastern part to s·W-NE. The d ip 
is ,  contrary to the dip in  the western gneiss-district, mostly steep or nearly 
vertical. In the eastern part of  the gneiss area (Södertörn and the archi
pelago) the dip is, as a rule , to the SE, from which fact it has been con
cluded that the garnet-gneiss of  the rnainland is older t han the fine-grained 
and leptitic rocks which form a helt running along the great islands of 
the archipelago (Utö, Runmarö, Nämdö, Ornö) . The immense thickness 
which must be assumed from this point of view, however, makes it more 
probable that a system of isoclinal folds and secundary structure planes 
occur in the gneiss, a suggestion which to some degree is substantiated by 
the tectonics of  the above narned islands, where the stratigraphy is less obli
terated by the metamorphism than it is on the mainland. 

Youngcr granites, probably for the most part of serarchean age, have 
intruded the rocks of  the gneiss-district and form a number of massives 
which are often accompanied by pegmatitic dikes. These massives occur 
principally in the vicinity of the southwestern and northern boundaries of 
the gneiss area ; bu t also in its interi01·, for instance i n  the neighbourhood 
of Trosa and Norrköping, some small massives are met with. Whether 
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the splendid » Grafversfors-granite » is a serarchean granite or not, can be 
disputed. At its boundaries this massive partly looks l ike the older gra
nites, hut on the whole it seems, because of its contact features, to be 
nearer connected with the serarchean granites. 

The relations of the d istrict now in question to the adjacent districts 
will, for the rest, be discussed later on. In thi s  connection only some remarks 
about the relations to the southwestern granite district and to the iron
goeiss district in the \Vest may be made. 

It has already been remarked (p.  37) that a stripe of quartzites and 
associated rocks, the W esterwikcomplex, extends al o ng the boundary 
between the gneiss-district and the great granite area. Leaving out of 
consideration this stri pe which, besides, does not continuously separate the 
two districts, one can say that these districts are connected with each other 
by intcrmediate rocks, inasmuch as the granites of  the southern district 
become more or less strongly foliated w hen approaching the gneiss district, 
and the gneisses of the latter, in their turn, become more granitic when 
approaching the great granite area. These features are weil illustrared 
by the surmundings of Åtvidaberg [2 5 ]  and the archipelago of Lofta· 
hammar. Thus it looks that in  this wise a real transition exists and that 
the rocks of the gneiss area are, at !east partly, to be interpreted as only 
a metamorphic facies of the granite area. 

In the t r act north of the lake W ettern this gneiss-district and the 
iron·gneiss·district of western Sweden come in relation to each other. 
Notwithstanding that even here no distinct Iine of demareatian can be 
drawn between the two d istricts, they are to a certain degree separated 
by a helt in which the rocks mostly have a more granitic structure. 
These granitic gneisses or fol iated granites partly form !ense shaped areas 
or nuclei which towards the exterior gradually become more gneisseous 
and without distinct boundary grade into the surmunding gneisses. The 
E--W strike of the gneisses of  the eastern district becomes in the vieini  ty 
of  these gneiss·granites more varying  and gradually steals along the 
direction of their foliation .  In a similar manner the i ron-goeiss becomes 
more granitic, and its strike turns in  the same direction as the foliation 
of the same granitic areas. There are in  this tract no facts which indicate 
that these two great gneiss-districts represent different divisions of the 
Archean .  One might rather from the now shortly mentioned earrelations 
conclude that they represent strongly metamorphic facies of the same 
archean igneous rocks and sediments which in adjacent parts of Sweden 
have better preserved their primary characters. 

The ore-bearing leptite-granite-district of middle Sweden. 

As it  will appear from the sketch-map PI . I ,  this great district can 
naturall y be limited : to the Soutlt, by the lakes Hjälmaren and Mälaren , 
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by which it is, on the whole, separated from the last described gneiss
d istrict ; to the West, by the river Klarelfven and the iron-gneiss-district 
coming i n  there ; to the North, between the Norwegian boundary and the 
lake Silj an, by the Dala porphyries, and between Silj an and the Bottnian 
Gulf, by the great gneiss-area of Southern Norrland .  To the East the 
d istrict reaches the sea and embraces the archipelago between Gäfle and 
Stockholm. South of  Stockholm a stripe of lepti tic rocks runs through 
the outermost islands (cf p .  40) ; this stripe can be regarded as a branching 
off from the district here under consideration.  This district can in some 
respects be compared with the grani te-district of southeastern Sweden. 
Here , as weil as there, granites of different kinds p lay the greatest part ,  
whi le supracrustal igneous rocks, somelimes together with metamorphic 
sediments, occur as helts and stripes between the granitic areas. But in 
other respects this district has prominent features which are not at  all 
or in a very subordinate degree to be seen in the other district. Noto
rious characteristics of  this kind are, for instance, the richness in this district 
in Iimestones and various ores, the generally more metamorphic character 
of the rocks, among which leptites and gneisseous or fol iated granites 
have a great extent, whereas such rocks occur only scarcely in the other 
district. 

Th e te r m  » leptite » .  Before entering upon an examination of the 
geology of this district it is necessary to make some remarks about the 
term « leptit e >) .  

This term was forty years ago introduced by HUMMEL to signify 
some dense or very fine-grained gneissoid rocks which form a prominent 
member in the Archean of middle Sweden. However, the term was not 
accepted by other Swedish geologists. It was exchanged , first for the 
term >l eurite >> ,  later on for two other terms, >l hälleflintgneiss » and llgranu
lite >l , the former u sed in the publications of the GeologicaJ Survey, the 
l atter especially by TöRNEBOHM, in his fundamental works on the Swedish 
Arche an . 

These terms, which have eaused some confusion among our foreign 
colleagues, have in the last years, by agrcement of the now working 
geologists in Sweden ,  been changed for the first proposed term >l ieptite >l . 
[z6] . The sui tability of a collective term for the rocks in question can be 
disputed from an absolutely theoreti cal point of view, inasmuch as this 
name includes many genetically and structurally different rocks, hut at 
our present stage of knowledge it may be considered as appropriate , 
especially for field geology and for survey maps, to group these rocks 
under a common term. The typical leptites are dense, fine grained meta
morphic rocks which in their chemical and mineralogical composition 
agree with the gneisses. Micas are generally present, though mostly very 
subon:linately ; garnet occurs i n  som e varieties, bu t is seldom a prominent 
ingredient. A chemical peculiarity to which was first called attention by 
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H. ]OHANSSON [27]  is the predominance in many leptites of soda felspar 
over the potash-felspars. 

Microscopically, the leptites show various structures, but granular 
and contactmetamorphic structures are by far the most common. In same 
cases mylonitic rocks acquire a leptitic appearance and have been signified 
as leptites. 

Sch istosity and layer-structu re are more or less distinctly developed. 
Salic and femic bands often alternate, thus giving rise to a pronou nced 
banded structure. Seen as hand specimens, the rocks sometimes look like 
very fine-grained granites and cannot always be distinguished from aplites. 
The colour o f  the leptites is varying ; grayish and light reddish colours 
are the most common . 

The typical leptites are generally nearly connected with granite 
massives, bordering them and having the strike parallel with their boun
daries. When the granites have a strongly developed gneisseous structure, 
the leptites also become more gneisseous, and then the boundary between 
the rocks can be obliterated and is often not perceivable .  

The original material of the leptites is very various. Often they are 
derivates of porphyries and their tuffs, in other cases they derive from 
sediments, as for instance, from felspar-hearing qvartzites. Aplites and 
other boundary forms of granites may also in same cases have been trans · 
formed into leptites by metamorphism. 

To distinguish all these genetically different rocks is in the field 
work very difficult . Even in the best exposures, as in the coast-tracts, 
where the rock surfaces generally offer excellen t apportunities to study the 
details, all efforts are manytimes fruitless, because of the metamorphism 
having obliterated the original features. 

Theoretically considered , the leptites, however, may be either meta
i gneous or metasedimentary, and they may have got their  present characters 
either by contact metamorphism, or by pressure metamorphism, or by the 
influence of these two forces together. It looks as if the pressure 
metamorphism had taken place under conditions which were not much 
differing from the conditions prevai l ing by contact metamorphism at great 
depth . 

Tagether with the leptites, and often alternating with them, fine 
gr·ained amphibolites and syenitic derivates are o ften met with which can 
be signified as ampltibolitic and syenitic leptites, j ust as one speaks of 
amphibolitic and syenitic gneisses .  It may, on the whole, be accom · 
modate to bound the term » leptite » in accordance with the extent o f  the 
term gneiss. This analogy, however, ought not to be brought to far ,  for 
same gneisses have hardly any equivalents among the leptites .  Thus no 
" veined leptites >> and >> eyed le >titeS >> which are wholly corresponding w ith 
the veined and eyed gneisses are found. 

>>Eyes >> ,  as weil relict as grown by metamorphic processes, certainly 
occur in several leptite varieties ,  hut they are commonly more scattered 
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and occasional than in the eyed gneisses, m which they have more the 
character of essential constituents. 

A peculi arity with regard to the mode of occurrence of the leptites 
which is noteworthy is that they, as a rule, occupy continuous areas and 
not form subordinate layers in rocks of structurally much differing cha
racter. Chemically and mineralogically different varieties of the leptites, 
on the other hand, often alternate with each other, and they include 
sometimes layers of limestone, quartzite and mica-schist, hut a complex 
of this kind is commonly characterized by its dense, fine-grained structure . 
At their boundaries the leptites often grade into rocks of other structural 
character, as well into true gneisses as into non-metamorphic or only 
little metamorphosed porphyric rocks and tuffs, as will in the following 
be illustrated by sevcral examples. 

From what is now said it appears that the leptites have a regional 
extent, and do not occur as occasional modifications of other rocks, or -

in other words - that they are regional rocks representing definite stages 
of metamorphism . Because of these features they deserve to be signitled 
with an especial term and mapped with an especial colour on the petro
graphical maps of our Archcan.  The circumstance that here and there 
rocks have been regarded as leptites, which rightly ought to have been signi
fied, for instance, as mylonites or as aplites, cannot be adduced against the 
usefulness of the term. Mistakes have often been made in the signifying 
of many other rocks, too, hut this circumstance has not been rcgarded as 
proving the unfitness of the terminology. Generally speaking, the term 
in question may be of equal teoreti cal value as the term gneiss. It has 
been proposed to include the leptitic rocks in the gneiss term, hut 
then this term should get an extension which could not be desirable ,  as 
ought to be understood from the above made remarks on the geology 
and petrography of the leptites. 

The granite-leptite-district of middle Sweden can conveniently be 
subdivided into three subdistricts : an eastern, a middle, and a western, 
each of them characterized by its special features. 

The eastern subdistrict. 

The centre of this district can be placed north of  Upsala, and its 
middle part is represented on the fig. I r .  Granites play the greatest part, 
forming a number of massives, separated from each other by leptites and 
porphyric rocks. Many of these granites are rich in hornblende and 
enclose diorite and gabbro massives of a more subordinate extent. In 
some of  the granite areas the rocks are altogether strongly foliated and 
gneisseous (fig. I 2) , in other areas the granites are foliated only at the 
boundaries, as will appear from the sketch map, fig. I I .  In som e cases 
the parallel-structure is not secondary, but a primary fluida! or proto-
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Fig. 1 1 . Sketch-map of  the Archean of  a part o f  Upland.  
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clastic one. Serarchean granite massives, further on ,  occur, general ly  
accompanied by numemus pegmatitic dikes. The  greatest area of this 
kind is  formed by the fine-grai ned gray biotite-granite of Stockholm (fig. 7) . 

Contrary to these granites which , as has already in a foregoing 
chapter been described, represent essentially yotmger intrusions, with the ir 
boundaries running wholly independent of the structure planes of the 
older rocks, the former granite massives apparently are conformably 
enclosed by the surmunding leptites, and the strike of  the leptites fol lows 
the fol iation of the gran ites concordantly. At  wei l  exposed localities , 
where the pressure metamorphism has not been to strong, one can occa-

Fig. 1 2. Strongly foliated granite, Sigtnna .  Natural size.  

sionally prove that these granites have intruded the leptites and sen t 
» layer-dikes» along their structure planes, but, as a rule ,  the intrusive 
character of these massives is obli terated and hardly recognizable. 

Close to Upsala a small area of porphyric rocks with associated 
volcanic breccias occurs which, with regard to i ts petrographical characters 
and its connection with the surmunding granites, shows great analogy 
with the above described porphyric areas in  Småland (p. 3 5 ) .  Although 
the granites are yotmger than the supracrustal rocks , a transition appa
rently finds place, the granites becoming fine granular or micmgraphic 
near the contacts, and the porphyries on their side , probably by con
tact i nfluence from the granite ,  becoming somewath granular or leptitic 
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in the vlclmty of the granite . 
in some degree contributed to 
contact rocks. 

Furthermore pressure-metamorphism has 
obli terate the original structures of the 

There is a further analogy to the Småland-porphyries in the occur· 
rence of dike-rocks in the neighbourhood of  the contact, erossing as weil 
the porphyries and their tuffs as the granite. These dikes consist gene
rally of uralite-por phyrite, but mixed dikes also occur which consist of 
red quartz-porphyries, grading towards the boundary into dark porphyrites 
which contain uralite as phenocrysts . 

In the neighbourhood of  Dannemora, north of Upsala, another area 
of supracrustal rocks extends between the granite-massives (cf fig. I 1 ) . 

Fig. 1 3 · Bandcd tuff ( • hälleflinta » ), strongly crumpled. Dannemora. 1/o natural size. 

This area is composed of leptites, porphyries and tuffs, and in them inter
stratified I imestones and ores. As a rule, the leptites occupy the cxterior, 
the other rocks the interior of the areas. The former ought to be re
garded as metamorphic derivates of the porphyries and their tuffs.  

In the surmundings of the D annemora
. 
iron-mines the last narned 

rocks have partly their primary structures weil preserved. The tuffs are 
densc, distinctly banded » hälleflintas » which often are strongly crumplecl 
(fig. I 3) .  T hese baneled tuffs alternate with the l imeston e and are them
selves often calcareous .  

The magneti te-ores of this area generally form lengthened irregular 
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bodies with a max1mum length of some hundred meters and a thickness 
of up to seventy meters. The ores are intermixed with, and also enclosed 
in mixtures of ferromagnesian sil icates ( » skarn >>) which are often strongly 
manganiferous. The iron-ores of Dannemara with their >> skarn » l ie in a 
l imestone or near the contact between this rock and the porphyries and tuffs 
( >> hälleflintas >> ) . Some of the other ore occurrences, for instance the mines 
of Ramhäll and Brunna, l i e ,  without intervening l imestone ,  enclosed in the 
leptites or >> hälleflintas >> .  

When the ores are accompanied b y  >> skarn >> o r  connected with 
l imestone, they m ay be interpreted as metasoroatic bodies. Whether the 
metasornatism may be eaused by the influence of the granite-massives 
in the vicinity, is an open question, but some facts seem to indicate that 
the ores really could derive from the granitic magma. On this subj ect 
the congres-guide C,4 will probably gi ve further information . 

The Dannemara rocks are dissected by a number of basic and 
quartz-porphyric d ikes which stand in the same relation to the dominant 
granites and porphyries as the dike-rocks of the Upsala area, already 
described. At Brunna the leptite turns, in the vicinity of the ore, to a 
quartzitic rock ( » leptite-quartzite n ) ,  and even conglomeratic l ayers are met 
with there. The pebbles are petrographically of  the same kind as their 
cement, thus  they are best discernible on weathered rocksurfaces, on 
which they stand out from their matrix by a somewath different colour. 
It is possible that this conglomerate and some other similar ones, occurring 
in the leptites, are metamorphic volcanic breccias or pressure breccias 
( autoclastic conglomera tes) . 

Turning to the East from Dannemora, one can follow the leptitic 
belts to the coast and to the archipelago of  the Åland sea. The rocks 
are in these helts almost thoroughly metamorphosed, and the porphyries ,  
which at Upsala and Dannemara have preserved much of their primary 
structures, are here transformed into leptites. The granites are also, on 
the whole ,  more gneisseous here than i n  the tracts just described. 
Occasionally, however, one can recognize some primary features. A 
beautiful exarupie thereupon is to be seen in the leptitic helt close to 
Hargshamn. In a quan·y which is situated between the railway station 
and the harbour, a black, tolerably coarse mica-schist is broken. On the 
weathered surface of this rock small elliptical spots appear which bring 
forth, as plainly as one could wish, an amygdaloid structure. Microscopi
cally these spots are found to consist mainly of a granular quartz, and 
they are not sharply limited from the quartz-grains and mica-fiakes of the 
surrounding rock. On the structure planes of the fresh rock surfaces the 
amygdaloid spots are either indiscernible or they appear only as indistinct 
mica-covered knots. Transversely to the schistosity they are generally 
quite inappreciable on the fresh surfaces. Besides quartz and mica, the 
rock also contains  grains of amphibole .  That the rock is a metamorphosed 
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l ava can hardly be disputed, when its amygdaloid structure rs seen m its 
ful lest development. 

This mica-schist is nearly connected with reddish leptites which part! y 
(west of the railway station) are banded, partly are more massive and 
occur as ramifying dikes, cutting the schists . These leptites were origi
nally tuffs and quartzporphyries. 

In another respect the neighbourhood of Hargshamn is also interesting. 
It can there be seen how the granite really has intruded the schists and 
leptites, and endosed fragments of them. This feature is, as has already 
been alluded to , quite uncommon, inasmuch as the pressure metamorphism 
generally has obliterated the original contact relations of the granite 
massives to the adjacent leptite helts . 

In the coast region ,  south of Hargshamn, foliated and gneisseous 
granites are predominant, while the leptites and the to them attached rocks 
are subordinate. Diorite- and gabbro-massives, among which the renowned 
massive of Rådmansö is the greatest, frequently occur in these granites. 
They are often transformed into amphibolites where they are endosed by 
strongly gneisseous grani tes, and then they have, as well as the granite
massives themselves, acquired the form of lengthened, !ense shaped bodies. 

Basic ,  amphibolitic dikes are very frequent in  this tract. Generally 
they run tolerably paraHel with the schistosity of the surmunding rock. 
Relic porphyric structures are occasionally to be seen in these dikes . 
The best opportunity to study this dike-formation one finds in the coast 
cliffs north of Grisslehamn. There also dikes of an acidic character occur 
which together with the basic rocks form composed dikes. 

Turning back to the central part of the subdistrict now in considera
tion, and going westwards from Upsala or Dannemora, one  passes over 
wide granitic areas, composed of several petrographically different granite
types ( " Upsala-granite " ,  » Wänge-granite " ,  » Sala-granite " a .  o . ) which 
cannot here be described. On the whole ,  their geological relations to the 
subordinately occurring leptiti c formations are the same as in the eastern 
parts of the subdistrict . These grani tes contirrue towards the old mirring 
town Sala which can be regarded as a western boundary point of this 
subdistrict. The porphyries and Iimestones which come in west of Sala 
may be referred to the area which will now be described. 

The middle subdistrict. 

This district forms a nearly circular area wi th the four  mini ng towns 
Sala (in  the East) , Fahlun (in the North ) Filipstad ( i n  the West) and Nora 
( i n  the South) lying in the periphery. Here leptites and with them associ
ated supracrustal rocks play a greater part than the granites. 

Among the granz'tes some may be regarded as serarchean, their 
boundaries being independent of the strike of the leptites which they 
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have intruded with numerous dikes and of which they have enclosecl 
small and great fragments. It has already i n  another connection been 
saicl that some of these granite-massives are pegmatitic. Other granites 
of the serarchean group are coarse·grained and porphyric . Partly they 
become foliatecl and then they cannot always be separated from the oleler 
grani tes. TöRN EBO H M  holels them for oleler than the gran ite-group which 
I have signifiecl in this  treatise as serarchean, but ymmger than the 
archean granites of the eastern subdistrict , j ust described. Really they 
occupy, with regarcl to their geological appearence and their stage of 
metamorphism , a somewath intermediate posi t ion between the typical 
serarchean granites and the o l der archean granites. The gran i tes of the latter 
group have mostly in this district a strongly gneisseous structure and 
occur as lengthened !enses , apparently conformably intercalated between 
the leptitic areas . 

Small diorite-massives set up in a great number, especially in the 
western parts of this district .  Although they often are metamorphosed to 
amphibolites at their boundaries, these massives have still recognizable 
intrusive contacts with the surmunding leptites and porphyries. Other 
amphibolites, on the oleler maps partly signifiecl as diorites, are supra
cmstal basic rocks, occurring as intercalated beds in the uppermost mem
bers of the leptite-formations. 

The lep tite - a re a  of thi s  district is built up chiefly of leptitcs. 
These rocks turn into mica-bearing dark quartzites and sometimes also 
grade into or enclose true mica-scltists.  Conglomeratic beds have also 
been noticed. In the peripheric parts of the distri ct the leptites turn 
into true gneisses ; in the interior, on the contrary, they are less meta
morphic and stand in  near connection with porpJtyries and porpltyric tuffs. 

Intercalations of limestone and dolomite, sometimes forming extended 
helts, are not uncommon. These earbonate-rocks are more frequent in  
the porphyries and tuffs than in the  leptites. The greatest occurrence of 
l imestone, and probably the greatest continuous bed of this rock in the 
Swedish Archean, has a length of about 40 kilometers, with a maximum 
breadth of nearly 3 kilometers. It is situ ated close to the town Nora 
and runs in the direction SvV-NE. Another great occurrence is situated 
near the eastern boundary of the distri ct and encloses the lead- and 
si lver-ore of  Sala. The ore there is an epigenetic concentration of galena 
(and zinkbiende J following a fault which erosses the limestone. Several 
other I imestones of this district are ore-bearing, as will be i llustrated below 
by some examples. The l imestone which is represented by the tig. 1 4  
i s  i nterstratified in  the leptite o f  Persberg. 

One of the most characteristic features of this district is its richness 
in o re - dep o s its . The most important of them are the iron-ores, hu t 
copper-, lead-, and silver·ores have also in past centuries been broken 
here in considerable quantities. Other ores, as mangan-, z ink- , and cobolt 
ores, have been of  a more subordinate economical significance. 



Here only some summary remarks can be made on the geology of  
the  ores ; for a more  detailed account of them and o f  the  l iterature 
there may be referred to the congress-guide C 4· 

The iron-ores are partly magnetite-ores, partly hämati te-ores, the 
former being of a much greater importance. They have generally a morc 
or less layer- like mode of occurrence,  apparently intercalated in the lep-

Fig. 11. Limestone, banded and folded.  Persberg. 

tites , the porphyric rocks , and the l imestones, or confined to the contact 
belt between the last named rock and the silica rocks. As pointed out ,  
especially by H; . SJÖGREN [28] these ores generally might be of a meta
somatic nature. Their nature of epigenetic concentrations is especially 
clear, when they lie in  Iimestones and at the contacts of these rocks. 
Of this kind are, for i nstance, the mines of Persberg, Nordmarken, Klack
berget and some other mines in the mining fields of Norberg, Paj sberg, 
and Långban. In the two last named mines the iron-ore (hämatite) is 
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partly substituted by mangan-ores. The ore- bodies of the j ust narned 
mines are generally of a very i rregular shape and are often accompanied 
and endosed by amphibole- and pyroxene-mixtures ( •• skarn » ) . At Långban 
and Pajsberg these » skarn » -minerals are represented by a number of  
mangan-silicates ( rhodonite, richterite , astochite a .  o . ) . J oints ( »skölar» ) 
often cross the ores or separate them from their wall-rock. They may, 
in many cases, have played an important part for the metasomatic pro· 
cesses, in  facilitating the circulation of the metal-hearing solutions. Many 
of the minerals through which the mines Långban, Nordmarken and Pajsberg 
have been world-wide renowned are confined to the j oints. 

The quartz-bearing hämatite-ores of Norberg, Grängesberg, Striberg, 
and some other mines have more the character of true layers. Not only 
when taken as a whole these ores form helts of great length and uniform 

Fig. I 5 ·  Fin e-banded hämatite. T h e  dark bands are quartz, t h e  light bands are 
hämatite. Norberg. Natural size. 

thickness, bu t a subordinate layer structure is also often to be seen , 
marked by alternating thin layers of hämatite and quartz (fig. 1 5) .  These 
ores are not accompanied by » skarn )) ,  but are directly intercalated in 
the leptites, which then, contrat-y to the gray magnetite-are hearing leptites, 
generally are of a reddish colour .  

Some hämatite-ores are not granular, but are camposed of a thin 
laminated hämatite (f. i. the Åsboberg-mine near Striberg) . The wall
rock is then often a mica-schist. Such an agreement between the struc
ture of the ore and the wall-rock is a quite common phenomenon, which 
seems to signify that both have got their metamorphic characters by 
the same processes. Consequently, one might suppose that the ores 
existed already in late archean time and that they stand in no relation to 
the present surface or to processes which are connected with the same. From 
a practical point of view this statement has a certain interest as proving 
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that the amount of ores - the area taken as a whole - seerus to be 
about the same at deeper levels as in the occasional sections formed by 
the present surface. 

The most im portant iron-mines of this district are, from an economic 
point of view, the mining  fields of Grängesberg, Norberg, Persberg, and 
Nora. 

Among the suljidic orcs of this subdistrict the copper-orcs are mostly 
confined to quartzitic varieties of the leptites and to mica-schists. The 
greatest of these ore deposits, the Fahlun mines, lie in a gneisseous variety 
of the leptite which in the nearest vicinity of the ore is quartzitic. The 
epigenetic nature of the Fahlun ores, as weil as of the other sulfide-ores,  
is st i l l  more evident than is the case with the iron-ores. It seerus probable 
that the quartzi tic wall-rock of the copper-ores is a p roduct of metaso
matic processes which have destroyed the felspar of the leptite in substi 
tuti ng  i t  by quartz . 

Beside the concentration along joints, by which the richest ore is 
formed , the sulfides (pyrite and chalcopyrite) have also been deposited as 
impregnations in  the quartzitic wall-rock itself. 

Some other copper-mines l ie in limestone, f. i . the Båkansboda mines 
which also contain cobolt-minerals, thus resembling the ore-occurrence of 
Tunaberg (p .  40) . Beside the mines of Sala, already mentioned , there 
are also some other silver-mines in  this district, hut they are all of  
little value .  

The question, above (p .  48 ) touched upon,  whether the ore deposits 
of the leptit ic areas in middle Sweden could stand in some connection with 
the granite-massives, the boundaries of which they often seem to follow, 
cannot be nearer discussed at this occasion. Although such a Connection 
is very probable for some of the ore occurrences, conclusive facts still 
seem to be wanting. A great number of ore deposits which in no essential 
parts differ from the others occur many roiles from any granite contact, 
and these deposits h ave hardly been formed by solutions which have come 
from magmatic bodies. The opinions among the now working Swedish 
geologists about  the ore deposits of the Archean are very various and i t  
is delicate to prognosticate which teory there will prevail in the future. 

Th e Sa xå- Gryt!ty tta n - co mp lex. In the western part of the 
subdistrict here under consideration, the leptitic rocks are cr>vered by 
an upper rock-complex, which forms two synclinal areas, separated from 
each other by an intervening helt of the older rocks. This complex 
differs petrographically from the leptitic rocks, partly in  being less meta
morphosed, partly by the composition of the original material .  \�hen 
approaching to this rock-complex, one finds that the leptites (b) grade into 
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s l i ghtly metamorphosed porphyries and tuffs ( » hälle
flintas " )  which form the immediate substratum (c) for this 
complex. On the western side, however, the leptites 
continne in typical development close to the camplex 
(cf fig. 1 6) .  The undermost harizon of the  complex i s  
represented by lime<;tones and dolomites (d) and in  thei r 

._?1 bottom contact the mines of  Nordmarken, Långban , and 
g;_. Paj sberg are situated.  The carbonate rocks do not form a 
ID 

.;; continuous bed, but are partly substituted by the basic 
igneous beds and tuffs which generally form the next 
member of the complex (e) . At some localiti es the lime
stone is larded with small fragments of these basic rocks 
which , in spite of  their metamorphism, can by micro
scopical examination be recogni zed as scorious lapil l i .  
The eruptions thus must have been partly contem
poraneous with the sedimentation of the l imestone. Over 
these rocks there are beds of  dark porphyries and tuffs 
( » hälleflintas » )  containing n ear to the bottom small 
conglomeratic interealatians (g and f). These rocks 

!;r sometimes come directly, without i n tervening beds of 
)( 
rv the l imestone and the basic rocks, j ust mentioned, over ::l 

the older porphyries and tuffs \Vhich belong to the 
underlying leptite-complex, and then the boundary 
between them is hardly discernible. 

The dark porphyries and tuffs are in the ir  turn 
covered by phyl l i tes and mica-schists (!t) with which 
they are also connected by intcrcalations. The upper
most member of  the complex is a conglamerate con
taining various and weil preserved pebbles (fig. 1 7) .  
This conglamerate is wanting in the section represented 

fT1 by the fig. 1 6. 
,_a The Saxå-Grythyttan-complex seems to represent 
� an upper d ivision of  the Archean in this d i strict, lying 

unconformly on the leptites and the porphyries associated 
with them. 'vVith regard to the comparatively ins igni
ficant metamorphism that some of  the rocks in the 
complex have undergone, one could incl ine to separate 
i t  from the Archean, but it is not only intruded by 
serarchean and also by older granites, but i t  was also 
folded and metamm·phosed before these i ntrusions took 
place ; the i r referring to the Archean thus cannot be 
disputed .  l t  can be suggested that this complex does not 
represent a divis ion younger than all the leptites and 
the with them associated rocks of  thi s  district, but that 
i t  rather could be a les3 metamorphosed facies, cquivalent 
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t o  some parts o f  the leptite-area, where the metam01·phism has been 
stronger, bu t such a hypothesis is not supported by the general distribution 
and petrographical characters o f  the rocks. 

Besides, some complexes m uch reminding one of the Saxå-Grythyttan 
rocks will be described from other parts of Sweden, and from their geo
logical relations it wi l l  appear that the interpretation of these complexes 
as  representing the uppermost supracrustal rocks which are known in  the 
S\vedish Archean has the greatest probabil ity. 

Fig. r ; . A pressed conglamerate with a crushed pebble of  quartzite. Elf,·estorp. 
'/• natural size. 

The western subdistrict . 

This  subdistrict forms a triangular area which i s  bounded, in the 
East by the area j ust described, in the vVest by the i ron-gneiss area and 
the river Klarelfven, in the North by the Dala· porphyries and the jatnian 
Dala-sandstone.  

This subdistrict d iffers fro m  the adj acent eastern subdistrict chiefly 
by the predominance of granites over the leptites and by the scarceness 
or absence of ores and limestones. Only a few leptitic areas, which, 
however, reach considerable extension, occur in this country. In some of 
them slightly metamorphosecl porphyric rocks are prevailing over the 
leptites, and there also varieties which petrographically much resemble 
the Dala-porphyries are met with. TöRNEBOHM has really considered 
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them as a continuation of these porphyries ; but as they are intruded by 
some archean or serarchean granites, a consequence of the opinion of 
TöRNEBOHM must be that the Dala-porphyries belong to the Archean 
(cf p .  1 7) .  SEDERHOLM, on the other hand, disputes the suggestions of 
TöRNEBOHM and holds the Dala-porphyries for younger than the por
phyries of this district .  

Quartzitic rocks which are nearly connected with the leptites occur 
in  some tracts of  the district . The greatest quartzite area is  situated 
south of Siljan .  The rock is commonly dark, and often banded, sometimes 
it  looks l ike a sandstone .  Small layers of conglamerate are interstratified 
in the quartzite .  The archean age of these rocks is proved by their 
transition to the archean leptites in  the neighbourhood and by thei r rela
tion to the serarchean granites which have intruded into them. 

Furthermore, the leptites are close connected with areas of  strongly 
gneisseous granites or granite-gneisses occupying great areas in the 
interior of the district. The boundaries between these two rock groups 
seem to be hardly recognizable, because of their obiiteration by meta
morphi c  forces. These tracts are, however, only summarily reviewed 
and little known. Not only the older granites now mentioned are gneis
seous, but also the younger, probably to a great part serarchean granites 
w hi ch h ave intruded the former and the leptites, since these rocks already 
had acquired their metamorphic characters, are often strongly foliated, 
especially in the vicinity of the western great gneiss-district. The strike 
o f  this foliation runs conform ly to the strike of this adjacent gneiss d istrict .  
Because of  the gneisses also often being somewath gran itic along the 
eastern boundary, no distinct limit between the two districts can be  drawn , 
but  there is rather a quite broad belt in  which a transition from the 
thorough metamorphic western i ron-gneiss to the eastern granite-leptite 
district takes place. The dip of the structure planes is generally to the 
East in this boundary belt and in the vicin i ty. Interpreting the structure 
as generally a layer· structure , TöRNEBOHM in his monograph of the leptite
granite district of  m iddle Sweden [29] came to the conclusion that 
the western i ron-gneiss represented an older division than the » leptite
formation» .  But as there for the modern petrography is no doubt that the 
structure of the rocks here under consideration is a secondary pressure 
structure, the conclusion from the features referred to might rather be that 
the western district represents a more metamorphic stage of the same or 
similar rock-complexes which further to the East have their primary 
characters still remaining to a certain extent. It will be opportunity to 
recur to this question in a following chapter, where the relationship of 
the different archean districts of eastern Sweden to the great western 
iron-gneiss distri ct wi l l  be discussed. 
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Relations of the granite-leptite-district of miJdle Sweden to the 

adjacent northern and southern gneiss-districts. 

As will be seen from the map Pl . 1 ,  the district w h ich has been 
described above has one great gneiss area to the South, which is already 
treated (p .  29), and another great gneiss area in the North , later on to 
be described. The relations of  these gneiss areas to the granite-leptite 
district deserve to be dwelled upon a little, because of their significance 
for the theoretical views about the Archean of Sweden . As the structure 
planes of the gneisses, generally speaking, clip inwards to the leptite
granite area, TöRNEBOHM was even here supported in his opinion that the 
gneisses of these areas represented an older division of the Archean than the 
leptites with their associated rocks. However, the secondary character 
of  the structures recognized , the clip cannot be a stratigraphical criterion .  
And an examination of the limits of these areas under the guidance of the 
admirable map which TöRNEBOHM himself has established [29] seems to 
contradiet such an interpretation , and rather suggest that the gneiss areas 
ought to be regarded as strongly metamorphic facies of the same complexes 
which are represented in a less metamorphic stage by the rocks of the 
leptite-granite district. Some facts and features supporting such a manner 
of viewing may be called attention to. 

There are nowhere ,  whether at the northern nor at the southern limits 
of  the leptite-grani te  district, any circumstances known, which could be addu
ced as signs of  an unconformity between these rocks and the supposed older 
gneisses of  the adj acent areas. On the contrary, the latter are, in a very 
noticeable manner, generally connected by intermediate rocks with the 
leptites and the to them attached granites. Thus a transition belt of 
greater or smaller breadth exists between the supposed lower and upper 
divisions of the Archean . Some examples of the manner in which the 
transition takes place may be adduced. 

Going from the central parts of a granite area belonging to the 
leptite district (not an area of serarchean granite) , one finds, in approaching 
to the great gneiss district, that the granite becomes more and more 
gneisseous and finally, having lost all remnants of primary structures, be
comes transformed into a granular gneiss. The gneiss, which at first is 
homogeneous, becomes in its turn, when followed further, inhomogeneous, 
with segregations of salic minerals along the structure-planes, and as final 
stage the banded or veined gneiss arises which occupies great parts 
of the southern as weil as of the northern gneiss districts. 

It is not only the granitic rocks of  this district which by intermediate 
forms are connected with the gneiss areas, but the same is the case with 
the leptites. Selecting a leptite area which is not separated by an i ntervening 
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granite massive separated from the great gneiss areas in  the South or  i n  
the North, one  finds ,  in approaching the gneiss, how  the leptite gradu
al ly loses its dense structure and becomes a fine- grain ed gneiss ( >> gneisseous 
leptite >> or » leptit ic gneiss » = »gneisig granulit >> and »granulitisk gneiss » 
on the maps of TÖRN E B O H M) .  By the appearance of  strips or bands of  
salic segregations these transition rocks often j oin w ith the adjacent 
banded gneiss .  In some cases they seem to be transformed into mica 
schists . 

Generally the transit ion forms between the leptites and the banded 
gneisses occupy only small belts, but occasionally they can extend over 
wide areas, as is i l l ustrated by several occurrences on the map of TöRNE
B O H M  [6] . From a study of thi s map it ,  moreover, appears that the 
lepti t ic gneisses or gneisseous leptites occur not only in the boundary 
belt between the gneiss districts and the granite-leptite d istrict, but that 
they also, and espec ially in the southern gneiss d istrict, occur here an 
there in the interi01· .  This fact is just in accordance with the apprehen
sion suggested here on the gneiss d istrict as a metamorphic facies of rocks 
which have been originially of about the same kind as the rocks of  the 
granite-leptite d istrict. The areas of leptitic gneiss should then be inter
preted as areas which have not wholly lost all their leptitic characte
ristics. As a hint of the rightness of this opinion, there also can be 
called attention thereupon that these leptitic gneisses of  the southern 
gneiss district often are accompanied by granite-gneisses which may be 
regarded as relics of  the granites to which the leptites, as has already 
been said (p .  43 ) ,  generally are nearly attached. Another peculiarity 
which seems to support the interpretation of the veined gneiss as - at 
!east in many cases - a metamorphosed leptite is to be seen in the gneiss 
i tself. In the contorted veined gneisses it is  a common feature that 
the rounded fragments and patches which occur in some varieties of this 
gneiss have a very leptitic appearance and look as if they were remnants of 
the rock from which the veined and contorted gneiss has originated. 

There has in a foregoing chapter been mentioned a leptiti c bel t running 
along the great islands of  the archipelago south of Stockholm, which belt 
can be considered as a ramification from the great leptite-granite area. 
This belt and its relations to the gneisses which cnclose i t  give also good 
i l lustrations of  the intimate geological Connection between the leptites and 
the gneisses. For details about the geology and petrography of this 
tract reference may be made to the papers which wil l  be published soon 
by HOLMQVIST and myself on the Archean of Utö and Ornö. 
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Relations of the great western it·on-gneiss district t o  the three above 

described eastern dish·icts of southern and middle Sweden. 

In the previous treatement of the three eastern districts, which 
towards the W est reach to the great iron-gneiss area, their earrelat ion 
to this area has been summarily described. It  has been proved that the 
characteristic features are obliterated in  a broader or smal ler boundary 
zone and that an apparent or real transition finds place, by which the 
strongly metamorphic rocks of the western gneiss district gradually are 
substituted towards the East by less metarnorphosed rocks . It has.  
furthermore, been shown that the dominant strike in  this boundary zone 
runs in the lenglh direction of  the same, and that east of  this zone the 
strike becomes more undecided and gradually turns to the east-west 
direction prevail ing in the eastern districts. 

Nowhere in the 600 kilometers Iong boundary zone, or in the vici n ity 
of the same, anything has been observed which could suggest an uneon
formity between the Archean of  the western district and the Archean of 
the eastern parts . On the contrary, all evidences speak for the inter
pretation of the boundary as a I ine or a belt where the terrestrial rnave
ments which have i rnpressed on the western area its strong metamm·phism 
have been lessened and stopped, thus leaving the rocks of the eastern 
areas in a more pri mary cond ition . 

O ne finds here, in a greater scale, the same features which have 
above been described as regarding the boundaries of the t wo eastern gneiss 
cl istricts to the leptite-granite district . The general conclusion which is 
to be drawn from these facts seems to be : tlte Arcltean, as it is devcloped 
in the soutlteastem granite district and in the granite-leptite-district of middlr 
.'iweden, represents the oldest knozvn arcltean rocks of this country, and 
tlte great gneiss areas in western and eastern Swedcn are strongly meta
morpitosed facies of rock complcxes whiclt may original/y !tave been of 
about the same kind as t/te granites, lcptitcs, and the with !Item associatcd 
rocks. 

T wo restriclions, however, ought to be made. It is  not proved , and 
can hardly be proved , that oleler rocks are enti rely wanting in the gneiss 
areas ; and it is  not excluded that in these areas some rocks and rock 
complexes have existed which have no eqnivalents among the rocks o f  
the other d istricts, The above formulatecl statement, hence, may have 
its validity only regarding the great leading features of the Archean of 
this part of Sweden. 

Really some differences as to the original composition of the different 
areas can be suspected by a comparison of the present chemical cha
racteristics of  them. There are, for instance, in the leptite-gran itc district 
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no rocks of considerable extension which chemically earrespond with 
the wide extended garnet-cordierite-gneiss of the adjacent eastern gneiss area . 
The last narned rock, with its often associated graphite and sulfides, 
indicates a bituminous cia y as original material ; bu t rocks of this cha
racter seem to play an insignificant part among the leptit ic  rocks. Another 
difference occurs with regard to the ores, which are more frequent in the 
leptite district than in the gneiss area. 

A comparison of the western gneiss district with the eastern districts 
shows also that some chemical differences exist there which indicate diffe
rences in the original composition. The most striking feature in thi s  
respect is the  absence or scarceness of ores and Iimestones in the  first 
narned district, compared with the richness in some parts of  the eastern 
districts. This contrast, however, is not so significant as it appears at 
a first glance. By a nearer examination of  the western parts of  the 
eastern district ,  one finds that ores and Iimestones even there are wanting 
or sparely present. The general petrograph ical characters of these parts 
really prove that they on the whole would acquire the appearance of 
the western gneiss distr ict, when exposed for metamorphic forces of  the 
same kind and strongness as the forces which have metamorphosed the 
western district. In this respect there is a noticeable analogy with the 
relations of  the granite-leptite di strict to the southern and northern gneiss 
districts, above treated (p .  57 ) .  Even there one finds, generally speaking, 
that the chemical characters of  the rocks of adjacent areas show the 
greatest agrcement in the vieini ty of the boundaries. This peculiarity, 
which seems to be a general feature, is easly explained from the point 
of view which has here been set forth , but the same peculiarity must be 
considered as an unlikely change, when the districts, as generally has 
been supposed,  represent divisions of the Archean which are of very 
different age. 

The here expressed ideas about the geological relations of the dif
ferent archean districts to each other differ in  fundamental points from 
the interpretations which TöRNEBOHM has given i n  his important maps 
and treatises on the Swedish Archean, and they may at present be re
garded only as a working hypothesis which ought to be proved by a 

reviewing of some convenient tracts of the boundary belts. 
The maps and papers of  TöRNEBOHM were published abou t  thirty 

years ago, at a t ime when the knowledge of the metamorphism was sti l l  
very small .  Thus the most important resource for a dechifering of  the 
Archean was at that time sti l l  wanting. But one must be imposed by 
the acute perception and the intuitive power af combination which find 
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expression in these maps. I do not know any modern map of a great 
archean area so full of  matter as the map of TöRNEBOHM over » Mellersta 
Sveriges bergslag » [29] . It is because of my confidence in the correctness 
of  the great Iines of this map, with regard to the petrographical features , 
that I have ventured to put forward the above developed ideas, although 
I have only an  insufficient personal knowledge of the boundary helts, 
where the key to the interpretation of the geology is to be looked for. 

This interpretation , besides, is already some years ago set forth by 
G. DE GEER in a much disputed paper dealing with a supposed folding 
of  the Archean in algonkian time [30] . DE GEER suggested that the 
gneisses of  western Sweden were recrystallized from an original Archean 
of about the same kind as the granitic area of south-eastern Sweden.  
These gneisses were therefore signified as deuterogeneous, the other Ar
chean as protogeneous. The opinion from which DE GEER started, viz .  
that the metamorphism of the gneiss area was eaused by the same fol
ding epoch which had set its marks on the Dal-formation, was certainly 
erraneous, but the hypothesis buried a nucleus of  truth concealed 
in his i ngenious suggestion . However, the leading geologists in Sweden 
and Finland which had been especially engaged with the Archean were 
to much fettered by their theoretical views about the succession of the 
rocks as chicfly indicated by their grade of  metamorphism, as to be immedi
ately influenced by the revolutionary ideas of  DE GEER. Really , in the 
Iively discussion which followed the publisbing of the hypothesis, DE GEER 
me t a rather unanimous opposition [30 J. Bu t i t is noticeable t hat am o ng 
the speakers at this occasion, HEDSTRÖM ,  who had recently mapped a 
part of the boundary between the iron-gneiss district and the eastern 
granite district, expressed his agrcement with the views of DE GEER. 
Besides, it may be noted that HoLMQVIsT later on in his suggestive 
theoretical p a pers on the Swedish Archean [3 I ,  3 2 J has at different occa
sions put forward ideas going in the same direction. As to the t ime for 
the folding and metamorphosis of the western gneiss district, however, 
DE GEER has not gained adherents . --

Beside the theories here referred to, two other attempts to interpret 
the contrast between the eastern and western Archean of the Southern 
S weden may be mentioned. NATHORST, in a paper published already 
1 886 [33] ,  called attention to the straight running boundary between the 
two districts, and suggested that there was a great fault . The hyperites, 
which in a very striking manner are attached to the western side of  the 
boundary (cf p .  30) , should then have been intruded in  Connection with 
the forming of the fault , and the western area should have been sunken 
in relation to the eastern area. As a consequence of  this hypothesis, the 
western gneisses should be younger than the granites and porphyries of 
the eastern district and should once have covered them, but later on 
have been removed by the denudation. This hypothesis, which placed the 
thorough metamorphic gneisses in an upper division of the Archean and 
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the porphyries of Småland in a lower division found no sympathy among 
the petrographs. BÄCKSTRÖM on the other hand,  in his monograph of  
the Westanå region [ 1 7] ,  published 1 897, suggested that the  great hypo
thetical dislocation of NATHORST rather might have taken place in an 
opposite sense and that, hence, the eastern area was the sunken area ,  
and that the great granite massives of this area were intruded in th e 
su pracrustal rocks just in connection with this displacement. The absence 
of supracmstal rocks on the western side of the supposed fault should 
then find its explanation by their removal by denudation, and the iron
gneiss area should represent an oleler division of the A rchean, exposed 
because of  the same denudation .  

Against the fault hypothesis ,  however, the geological features of the 
boundary speak, inasmuch as the boundary has not at all the character 
of  a fault, but is, as has already been demonstrated in preceding chapters, 
a broad transition bel t between the two districts. I t is principall y because 
of this feature which always distinguishes the boundaries between the 
metamorphic gneiss district and the less metamorphosed granite-leptite 
districts, that the views developed in this paper on the different districts 
as di fferent metamorphic facies of the Archean , not as different chrono
logical d ivisions, seem to be preferable to the fault hypothesis .  

The Bottnian gneis s  district. 

The predominant rocks in the coast provir1ees of Norrland, from the 
above described grani te-leptite-district in the South to the Skellefteå river 
in the North, are gneisses of different kinds. In the southern part, and 
especially in the interior of the province Hälsingland, reddish eyed gneisses 
with transitions on the one side into foliated granites, on the other into 
even-granular gneisses have a wide extension . Hyperites are also present  
in  this area which in some respects remind one of the  hyperites of  the 
gneiss district of  western Sweden. It can also be mentioned that rock 
varieties of the gneiss itself occur which may be campared with the 
Warberg-gneiss (p. 29) .  Such a pyroxene-gneiss or gneiss-granite has 
been found, for instance,  in Järfsö. Garnet-gneiss occupies considerable 
areas between Umeå and Skellefteå and between Gäfl.e and Sundsval l .  
The baneled gneisses in the southernmost part of the  district ( c f  p .  5 7) are 
also sometimes garnetiferous. Limestones and iron-ores are confined 
mainly to some smaller areas of  fine-grained leptitic gneisses in the 
same part. 

Between S undsvall and Örnskölclsvik, the middle part of  the district ,  
the rocks differ considerably from the gneisses of  the southern and northern 
parts. They have also on the su rvey maps been distinguished with 
especial colours and have been regarded as younger than the gneisses 
above  mentioned [34, 3 5 ,  36, 3 7 ] . Partly, they have been campared with 
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the leptites of middle Sweden, with which they, however, cannot be 
paralleled . In their !east metamorphic forms they are generally fine 
grained dark schists, varying between mica-schist and amphibolite . Va
rieties consisting essentially of quartz , with the biotite very subordinately 
present, also occur. Transversely to the schistosity they look like a dark 
quartzite . Andalusite and disthene are occasionally present in these &chists. 
Iron-sulfides often occur abundantly and give the rock surfaces a rusty 
covering. Interesting concretionary bodies which might be compared with 
the concretions in recent calcareous clays and marls ( >) marlekor » )  have 
been found in  a dark fine-grained mica- schist in the vi c in i ty of Sollefteå 
and at some other localities . A conglomerate, or possibly a metamorphic 
tuff breccia, occurs near the lake Locknesjön,  together with leptiti c and 
amphibolitic schists which might be referred to the camplex i n  question. 

The schists now described represent a comparatively slight stage 
of metamorphism. When they have been intruded by the serarchean 
granites which have a wide extent in their surroundings, they have often 
been so intricately mingled with granitic matter so that they have been 
transformed into veined gneisses, or they can have been in such a degree 
resorbed by the granite magma that they only appear as inhomogenities, 
strips and contorted patches in  the granite .  These rocks have on the 
survey maps been signified as » granite and gneiss mixed » ,  a signification 
which i s  so far somewath misleading, as the endosed rock is  not gneiss, 
hut one of the above described schists. 

In the westernmost part of the province Hälsingland, there is a small 
area of  supracrustal rocks, the L o o s - co mp lex, bounded partly by the 
gneiss above described, part! y by a younger gran i te (the »Rätan-granite » ) .  
The complex is camposed chiefly by metamorphic schistose tuffs and 
porphyries, and of basic amphibol ites, with still perceptible amygdaloid 
structure. Conglamerates and tuff-breccias are subordinately int('rcalated. 
On the whole, the complex reminels one of the Grythyttan-complex. It 
is folded in the same direction (NvV- SE) as the strike of the older 
gneiss. In  the amphibolites of Loos the old coboltmines are located , 
where the element Nickel first was d iscovered (by CRONSTEDT I 7 5 I ) .  

A l ittle t o  the South from the Loos-complex, on  the boundary 
between the gneiss and the Dala-porphyries, there are 5ome very small 
areas of quartzite and sandstone, nearly connected with some porphyric 
rocks of undecided age. I t  may be suggested that these areas belong to 
the Loos-complex, hut it i s  also possible that they are associated 
with the Dala-porphyri es. Their relations to the serarchean granites are 
not known. 

The serarchean granite s  of middle Norrland. 

The greatest continuous granit ic areas of Sweden are situated i n  the 
i nterior of Norrland, between the Bottn ian gneiss district in the East and 
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the Silurian in the West. Smaller granite massives of the same petro
graphical characters, moreover, occur in the surmundings of this great 
granite area. 

The most extended granite of this group is the coarse-grained, por
phyric, gray or reddish granite which after the lake Refsunden in eastern 
Jämtland often has been narned the » Refsund-granite » .  This granite is 
commonly a biotite-granite, especially characterized by its great porphyric 
Carlsbader twins of microcl ine ,  reaching 3 to 6 centimeters in length . 
Hornblende is present in some varieties which, by their subordinate quartz , 
turn into syenitic rocks. Often the porphyric microclines become more 
scattered and at the same time smaller, and the rock suddenly turns i nto 
an even-grained granite of  about the same kind as the independcntly 
occurring massives of fine-grained granites which in some tracts of Norrland 
represent the serarchean group. South of Bräcke (Dysjö) ,  in the vicinity 
of Örnsköldsvik, and at many other localities this connection between the 
two types is to be seen. The fine-grained granite occurs ,  besides, as 
dikes which cut the porphyric granite and the schists . To the serarchean 
granites also the muscovite-granites of Ångermanland are to be referred .  
They form a number of small massives cutting the schists al ready described. 
It is probable that this granite represents a magma which has contained 
much pneumatolytic matter, and that j ust because of this, the metamorphic 
influence on the schists often has been unusually strong. 

The southernmost part of  the great granite district consists of a red, 
porphyric, titanite-hearing granite, » Rätan-granite » ,  which generally differs 
distinctly from the northern Refsund-granite. The Rätan-granite differs 
from all the described serarchean granites by some characters which, on the 
other side, approach this type to the granites belonging to the Dala-por
phyries. Miarolitic and micrographic boundary forms are such characters. 
It must be considered as dubious, whether the Rätan-granite is a serarchean 
granite, or whether it is neat·er connected with the Dala-porphyries 
(cf p. 1 6) .  Possibly it wi\1 appear by a closer examination of this great 
area, that two or three granites of different ages have been comprised 
under this name. 

The Archean of northern Norrland.  

With nortl1ern Norrlan d is in this connection understood the whole 
part lying north of the Skellefteå river, which from a geological point of 
view forins a natural boundary. The southern gneiss and gran i te districts 
reach to the vicinity of this river, and northwards from the river the 
Archean appears with another, quite differing development. Some simi
larities can, however, be found with the granite districts of middle and 
sm1thern Sweden. Thus granites also here play an important part .  
forming a number of  considerable areas, and between them supracrustal 
rocks of different kinds occur which sometimes, with regard as weil to 
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their petrographical characters as to their relations to the granites, remind 
one of the supracrustal rocks in  Småland and middle Sweden. But, on 
the other hand, there are differences which give this country its peculiar 
character. Very striking is the often slight metamorphism of the rocks, 
which could suggest that they were not archean hut much younger. Their 
referring to the Archean -- in the sense used in this treatise for the term 
Archean - is founded, partly on their relation to the serarchean granites 
already described , partly on their relation to the upper precambrian for
mations of the highlands in the W est. 

Here and there, however, the rocks are more metamorphic and look 
like the ordinary Archean. At many locali t ies the d ifferent stages of meta
morphism can be fol lowed from the not at all metamorphosed shales, sand
stones, and conglomerates to the thomugh recrystallized mica-schists and 
gneisses. It may, however, be remarked in this Connection that there 
also occur gneiss areas which pmbably represent older di visions of the 
Archean, hut their geological relations are for the most part not established . 

Of this vast district, more than half of which, because of the desola
teness of  its nature and the nearly continuous covering with glacial 
deposits and peat-bogs, offers great difficulties for the surveyors, only 
some restricted areas have been explored more into details. Such areas 
are the surmundings of the great ore-deposits of Kiruna and Gellivara, 
and even some parts of the Skellefteå-complex. The former will be treated 
in especial monographs which , i t  is  to be hoped , will be published in 
the immediate future. They can therefore be dismissed summarily att th is 
occas ion.  As to the last narned complex, which Iong ago has been 
studied, especially by the writer, there is still some field work left, before 
the prepared monograph can appear. For this reason I will here give a 
somewath fuller account of that area. 

Th e Skcl lcftc å - comp le x is located close to the northern boundary 
of  the serarchean .gran ite district of middle Norrland (cf the map, fig. r 8) .  
The Skellefteå- river flows thmugh the  southern parts of the  area, the 
Byske-river through the northern part, both rivers near their mouths 
following the boundaries of the same. From the Bottnian Golf the area 
extends in northwestern direction far in to Lappland, and sends ramifications 
to the North , by which a junction with the analo

'
gous complexes in the 

surmundings of Ki runa seems to be established. The eastern part is tra
versed by the railway, between the stations Kusfors and Långträsk The 
station Jörn is a suitable sta rting point for excursions in the middle part, 
Skellefteå for the eastern , and Gloromersträsk or Siksjö  for the western 
parts. Långträsk and Myrheden are well s ituated for excursions in the 
north-eastern boundary tract. 

Petrographically the complex is exceedingly various. Not only a 

great number of igneous and sedimentary rocks participate in the com
position, hut even the different stages of metamorphism contribute to the 
diversity. Generally speaking, this area can be subdivided in an castern 

Bull. of Geol. 1909. 
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or soutlteastcrn part, characterized by the predominance of schists, slates, 
and shales, and a western or northwestern part, camposed chiefly of igneous 
rocks, as weil plutonic as supracrustal, and with them alternating conglo
merates and sandstones.  Both these parts are nearly connected with 
each other, inasmuch as con glomerates and tuffs from the W est alternate 
with the shales of the East, thus giving rise to a transition-zone, as is 
schematically i l lustrated by the map. The shales continue along the 
southern boundary of the complex further westwards than in the other 
parts, as is also to be seen from the map. 

Fig.  J R. Sketch-map of the Skellefteå-complex and i ts  environs .  

Serarclzean granites of the Refsund- and Stockholm·types form a 
number of massives which have intruded the Skel lefteå -complex. They 
can be regarded as outposts from the great granite district in the South, 
which also comes into contact with the complex on a Iong stretch , west 
of the railway. The boundaries of these granites run wholly independent 
of the strike of the schists, and numerous dikes and veins of  the granites 
are met with in them. The contact influence is generally not very strong 
and do e s not reach far in to the surrounding rocks. Endosed fragments of the 
schists, whi ch occasionally become very great, h:lVe often not lost thei r 
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previous schistosity, except close to the granite. Fragments of the car
boni ferous shales have been, partly or wholly, transformed into hornfels, 
and, at some localities, they have been absorbed by the graniti c magma 
and have recrystallized as basic inclusions. In the porphyric coarse-grained 
granite , these inclusions appear as dark spots which often contain the 
same porphyric felspars as the granite itself. 

The manner of occurrence of the serarchean granites is illustrated 
by the fig. 1 9. The granite there i s  regularly banked, and the banks l ie  
nearly conform with the surface of the dome-shaped mountain ,  from which 
circumstance une possibly can suggest that the mountain r epresents a 
laccolithic mass which has been exposed by denudation . 

Schists, slates, sltales, and limestone. In the vicinity of Skellefteå, 
at the southern boundary of the complex, a reddish or gray, sometimes 
distinctly banded, coarse and middle -grained gneiss with amphiboliti c 
i nterealatians forms the substratum of the complex. Immediately over this 
gneiss a crystall inic limestone occurs, forming the bottom layer of the 
complex. Although reaching a considerable thickness, the limestone does 

Fig. 19 .  Section through the Skellefteå-complex near Skellefteå. a older gneiss ,  b l ime
stone,  ( schists, d serarchean granite . Length of the seetian about 8 ki lometers. 

not form a continuous horizon , but is confined to some few kilometers 
length along the southern boundary. Another occurrence of this rock lies 
north of the Kåge-river, about 20 kilometers from i ts mouth, there always 
dipping outwards from a small circular area of a peculiar, strongly pressed 
granitic or monzonitic rock. The limestone lies either directly on this 
rock or is separated from it by a thin belt of a leptitic rock. The granite 
is close to the contact schistase and contains small strips of calcite. No 
trace o f  a bottom-conglomerate or weathering-breccia has been found, 
and the relation of the granite to the limestone is somewath dubious. 
However, there is the greatest prohability that the granite here is older 
than the limeston e.  N o other occurrences of limeston e than the now 
mentioned are known from this complex, but some calcareous silicate 
rocks seem to represent the limestone at some other localities. 

The schtJis are of  various kinds. Quite coarse-grained black mica 
schists, alternating  with amphibolitic ones, occur chiefly in the easternmost 
part, in the vicinity of Skellefteå , where they are intruded by the granite 
(fig. 1 9) .  The strike of the schists is there WNW-ESE, and the dip is 
vertical or steep. North of Skellefteå the schists become contorted and 
have partly the character of veined gneiss because of graniti c intrusions .  
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Graphite and ferric sulfides are very frequent accessoric components 
in the schists, which originally may have been bituminous shales and 
mar! s .  

Going to the West from Skellefteå , one finds that the schists become 
more slaty and phyll itic . Often they contain nodules of cordierite .  Occa
sionally, for instance close to the river bridge of Krångfors, the schists 
contain concretionary bodies, which look like the pebbles of a conglomerate . 
They differ from their matrix,  which is a black mica-schist, by their wants 
of cordi erite and by the presence of  great prisrus of a paJe-green horn
blende .  Some of the concretions have a concentric structure. 

In the interior of the area (Waruträsk-Kågeträsk-Tarsnäs J the 
metamorphic  characters vanish and the rocks can be signified as slta!es. 
They are often very rich i n  carbon , and then they look like the cambrian 
alum-shales. On weathered rock-surfaces there is sometimes to be seen 
a distinct band structure. They contain occasionally banks of  a dark or 
black banded quartzite .  Ferric sulfides and arsenic-kies are very common 
in these shales, as weil as in their metamorphic equivalents, already 
described. When coming in contact with the serarchean granites,  the 
shales turn into hornfels . 

Going further to the West and approaching to Jörn, one finds that 
felsitoidic tuffs ,  dense amphibolites and conglamerate beds begin to be 
i nterstratified with and gradually displace the shales. Along the southern 
boundary of the complex, however, the sh ales rea ch further to the W est 
(N ors j ö and Mal å) ,  the re also alternating with conglomera tes and tuffs .  
East of  Holmträsk (Norsjö) the  shales contain a conglamerate with pebbles 
of a green amygdaloid rock, probably to be interpreted as volcanic bombs 
and lapilli of  an andesitic lava. These rocks, at the locality j ust named ,  
have been intruded and contactmetamorphosed by the great southern 
massive of serarchean granite .  

Sometimes one can also find isolated pebbles of igneous rocks lying 
in the fine black shale. One porpyritic pebble of this kind was in a 
peculiar manner impregnated with a fine earbon powder which must be 
supposed to h ave penetrated the stone in the form of some sort of hydra
earbon originating from the bituminous shale .  

Cong!omerates and sandstones occur  in the middle part  of  the area 
at many localities. They are extremely various with regard to thei r 
composition and to their degrce of metamorphism. Often they are nearly 
associated with, grade into, or alternate with beds of tuffaceous origin .  
Probably some of them ma y be interpreted as  hardened beds of volcanic 
mud. Conglomerates, formed by the weathering-breccias of an old land
surface, have been found only as boulders, hut are not known as bottom
beds. The greatest part of  the conglamerates of the complex can be 
regarded as intraformational, inasmuch as no unconformity of general 
s ignificance is known in the same. 
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The conglamerates have their greatest development between Kusfors 
and Wargforsen, in the mountains north of the Skellefteå-river. They 
are there very polymict and vary from one bed to another. Pebbles 
of  red porphyric and micrographic granites and of other granites are 
predominant in some beds. One granite type is characterized by rosa
coloured quartz-grains, but in other respects it agrees with the Jörn-granite, 
later on to be  described. This peculiar colour seems to be secondary and 
eaused by dynamometamorphic influence, since the same is not uneom
mon in  quartz rocks which have been moderately pressed. Beside the 
granites, porphyric rocks play an important part in these conglomerates .  
Amon.g them several varieties occur which agree with the western por
phyries ot the complex, while other varieties may be regarded as more 
superficial modifications of them.  They look like trachytes, rhyolites, and 
andesites, and they may partly have been glassy, In a slice of ordinary 
size one can often distinguish many different types of these rocks among 
the fragments and small pebbles. The cementing matter of the conglo
merates is very various. Grit, small porphyric fragments, quartz-sand, 
and small flakes of s hales and schists form the groundmass, in w h ich the 
greater pebbles of granite, porphyries, quartzi te and other rocks lie 
embedded. Sametimes there are also met with great flat angular blocks 
of  a reddish sandstone,  scattered among the smaller pebbles. Possibly 
they represent thin beds of  sandstone which have been intercalated in the 
conglamerate and later on have been fractured in pieces. Really sueh 
beds of a red or grayish sandstone occasionall y occur in  the conglamerate 
(for instance near Svansele,  west of Kusfors) . These sandstone beds, as 
weil as the blocks j ust mentioned , are thorough clastic and often show 
d istinctly current bedding. 

Igneous beds, porphyries and porphyrites, also alternate with the 
conglomerate, for instance in the mountains NE of vVargforsen. In the 
mountain Dömansberget, a l i ttle further to the East, the conglamerate 
differs from the now described type by the predominance of basic rocks 
among the pebbles and likewise by a basic groundmass. 

Another tract, interesting by its conglomerates, is situated east of 
Jörn , along the road between Bergnäs and Svanström . Some of these 
conglamerates are felsitoidic in their matrix as weil as in their pebbles 
and nearly connected with porphyries and their tuffs,  others are basic amphi
bolites and recrystallized so that nearly every trace of their original nature 
i s  removed. On the weathered rock surfaces, however, the pebbles usual ly  
stand out  by differing colour, and the character of a conglamerate is in  
this case undisputable .  This conglamerate alternates with slates, shales, 
and tuff beds. The last named can be, as handspecimens, mistaken for 
dark, hard shales, but microscopically, and on weathered surfaces their 
fragmental nature and igneous origin can be proved.  Noteworthy is an 

occurrence (at Hvitberget, Nyholm) of  a fragmentary rock which contains 
fragments of a greenstone, lying in a matrix of  carbonate .  Although more 
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metamorphic, the rock looks very l ike the peculiar tuff rock of Saxhyttan , 
described in  a foregoing chapter (p .  54) .  The rocks now described, east 
of Jörn, are intruded by small massives of serarchean granite (for instance 
south of Kankberget, near Åskulla). 

Among other occurrences of conglamerates in the Skellefteå complex 
there is a locality, north of  Åse le  (Byske-river). which deserves to be 
mentioned. The rock is metamorphosed to a gneiss in which the pebbles 
often appear only as indistinct strips or inhomogenities. On fresh surfaces 
the conglomeratic character can hardly be recognized, but on the weathered 
surfaces it can appear quite distinctly. Moreover, some quartzitic pebbles 
are met with, which have preserved their forms very wel l .  The rock 
turns into , or is i nterstratified in a distinctly banded fine-grained or 
leptitic gneiss which is camposed of quartz (very abundant), plagioclase, 
biotite, epidote, hornblende, and magnetite . The structure is characterized 
by the mosaic form of the quartz and felspar and by the development 
of the femic minerals as neadles or flakes which e i ther cause by their 
arrangement a prominent schistosity or l ie extended in all d irections. The 
strong metamOt-phism may be eaused by the pressing down of the rock 
in the older Archean with which it comes i nto contact at this locality. 

Supracrztstal igncous rocks have a great extension in  the middle and 
western part of the complex, and they are there over wide areas the 
dominant rocks. Massives of plutonic rocks which, at least partly, are 
nearly connected with the supracrustal rocks occur here and there in thi s  
area (see below) . 

Among these roclts one finds a very representative series, from the 
most acidic quartz-porphyries to basic porphyrites, and each type is 
developed with various structures and accompanied by tuffs and breccias. 

The qttartz-porphyrics are very various in colour (reddish, brown , 
dirty green, gray to black, yellowish), i n  the amount and size of their 
phenocrysts, in the groundmass (microgranitic, felsitic, micrographic, crypto
poiki l itic), and in other structural features (ftuidal, amygdaloid, a . o . ) .  

Reddish gray Jyenite-jJmjJhyrics, often strikingly similar to the por
phyries of the Kiruna-complex, have also a wide extent and are by 
transition forms connected with the quartz-porphyries. A variety has been 
found which contains amygdaloid spots composed of hornblende and 
quartz. Another variety is rich in magnetite and has segregated a small 
band of iron-ore, a diminutive Kiruna. 

Labradore- and ttralite-jJoJjJ!tyrites occur in a great number of varieties . 
Dense, sometimes amygdaloid greenstones, tuffs and breccias are associated 
with them. These femic rocks often alternate wi th the salic porphyries .  
A beautiful  i l lustration thereupon is the mountain Hemberget (west of 
Myrheden), where a repeated alternation of different labradore- and uralite
porphyrites with ftuidal felsitic quartz-porphyries is to be seen. In the 
vicinity of \N argforsen a similar alternation is met with, in which, however, 
als o tuff rocks and conglomerates tak e part (c f p .  69) . Dikcfacics of the 
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above mentioned porphyric rocks also occur ; they are commonly easily 
clistinguished from the former by the size of their phenocrysts. 

Generally the porphyric rocks are quite unal tered by metamorphic 
forces. But at the boundaries they are often pressed and sheared . Near 

Fig. 20. Quartz·porphyry showing fluida! s tructure on the weathered surface. Hem berget. 
Nat. size. 

to the Station Kusfors a quartz-porphyry, with great phenocrysts of a 
bluish quartz, has by the pressure got a pronounced gneissoid structure, 
but the original character of the rock is microscopically easily confirmed, 
because of the quartz having its corroded forms sti l l  preserved. 

Pitttonic or intrusivc rocks form a number of massives in the western 
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part of  the area. Only the greater among them have been marked on 
the sketch-map fig. 1 8 . Prevailing are grani tes, the intermediate and basic 
rocks occurring chicfly as subordinate modifications of the granitic magma.  
A cousiderable massive of  a middle to coarse -grained granite, generally 
of  reddish colour, extends in the vicinity of Jörn. The quartz forms 
round bluish grains, the prevailing felspar is an ortoclase-pertite, Micro
graphic intergrowths of the quartz and the felspar is common, but not 
much developed. The femic minerals (mica and magnetite) are generally 
very subordinate and fil! the interstices between the salic minerals. 
Miarolitic hales are occasionally to be seen. The rock reminds one very 
much of the subj atnian alcali-granites, but i s  a little more pressed than 
these rocks. 

Some pebbles of  the conglamerate west of Jörn (p. 69) derive from 
this granite which consequently is older than that conglomerate, and also 
older than the serarchean granites which have intruded the conglamerate 
complex. 

The geological relations of this granite massive to the surrounding 
porphyries are hidden by the continuous covering with glacial deposi ts .  
Further to the West, in Arvidsjaur, granites of similar character have a 
wide extent, there nearly connected with red micrographic granites and 
grani te-porphyries. Syenitic and monzonitic modifications are also met 
with in this extended granite area. Whether some l ight gray or reddish 
porphyric granites occurring in the same area may be allied with the 
types now described, is  not decided, but i t  seerus most probable that they 
belong to the same group. 

In the vicinity of  Hemberget and Siksjö  a flesh-red, distinctly micro 
graphic granite or granophyre forms a number of mountains . These 
small massives, which are nearly connected with the surrounding porphy
ries, have not been marked on the sketch-map. Dioritt>s occur as 
modifications of  the granite , especially in the environs of Myrheden .  
Both these rocks often show very complicated contact features, with mutual 
resorption-phenomenas, and often they are so intricately interwoven with 
each other, that their relative age hardly can be decided. Beside horn
blende · and augite-diorites, also a quartz-mica diori te, with mica as the 
only femic mineral, has been found (Ålså-bridge, south of Myrheden) . 

Gabbros, and with them geologically equivalent diabases occupy same 
smaller areas east and west of Myrheden . These occurrences may be 
regarded as basic modifications of  the diorites in the same tract .  At 
Näsberget a titanift>rous magnt'titt> has segregated in the diabase, forming 
bands and banks which run conformly with the fluida! structure of the 
rock, thus resembling the iron-ore of Ulfö described in a previous paper 
( I I ) . The diabas e is poor in femic minerals close to t hese o re segre
gations, and the felspar, which has a fluida! arrangement, has the optical 
characters of microcl ine.  
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Concluding remarks on tlte stratigraplty of tlte Skellefteå-complex. 
The re are great difficulties for a stratigraphical i nvestigation of this complex. 
Over wide areas the rocks are covered by glacial deposits and peat-bogs. 
The extraordinary variability of facies and the recurrence of  similar 
igneous rocks at different times also make it difficult to find leading 
principles . It will appear from the monographs which will be published 
on the analogous complexes of Kiruna and its surmundings how ambiguous 
the stratigraphy there is, although the investigations and the mapping 
there have gone much in details. Therefore it is not to be expected that 
the geology can be cleared up in the much more extended and insuffici
ently known Skellefteå-complex. Some general statements, however, hav e  
been gained. The underlying rocks have been found to be either gneiss 
and foliated granites (Skellefteå, Kåge) or fine-grained leptitic rocks 
(Kusfors, west of Tarsnäs, and some other localities) . Directly upon these 
older rocks Iimestones have been found at some localities, as has already 
been described. These rocks which , however, are not always present as 
bottom-beds a re succeeded by sch ists and shales which are chiefl.y confined 
to the eastern part of  the area, To the West these sedimentary rocks 
alternate with beds of conglomerates, tuffs and porphyries. In the western 
part various plutani e rocks form massives which partly, because of the 
occurrence of  the same rocks as pebbles in the conglomerates, are older 
than some of the conglomerates. But on the other hand some of the 
granites are closely connected with the supracrustal igneous rocks which 
at some localities alternate with the sedimentary rocks. It may be sug
gested that the granites and the plutonic rocks allied with them have intruded 
in the supracrustal complexes and that they have been, to some extent , 
exposed by denudation, thus giving material to the subsequent conglo
merates. These, together with the volcanic agglomerates and sediments, 
must have been formed at different epochs, separated by intervening 
epochs of erosion ; bu t no marked u neonformity w hi ch could be followed 
over a wider area has been proved. The serarchean granites which occur 
i n  the area and at its southern boundary are not only younger than 
all the rocks of the complex, as far as is known, but they are posterior also 
to the folding and the pressure metamorphism to which the complex 
has, more or less, been exposed .  

Among the a l  read y described archean areas in other parts of Sweden 
the Saxå-Grythyttan -complex (p .  5 3) shows the greatest resemblance with 
the Skellefteå-complex. The occurrence at the bottom of both these areas 
of a limestone and a peculiar fragmental igneous rock (cf p. 54 and p .  70) 
is a noteworthy analogy .  Other analogies could also be enumerated. 
A difference with regard to the substratum is obvious, viz. that por
phyries and leptites come immediately underneath the complex of middle 
Sweden, while gneisses generally form the substratum for the Skellefteå
complex. 
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With regard especially to the relations between the plutonic and 
supracrustal igneous rocks, this complex can in some respects be campared 
with the granite areas of Småland in thei r relations to the porphyries 
(cf p .  36), but, considered as a whole, the Skellefteå-complex, however, 
does not offer many analogies with these areas. The most striking feature is 
here the generally very insignificant metamorphism of the rocks, which 
for geologists who for the first time get to know them in the field or in 
a series o f  handspecimens could suggest that they ought not to be referred 
to the Archean, but to some younger aera. 

Th e Kir u n a - c o mp lex  and associated areas . This signification 
may be used for a great area in northern Lappland, between the Luleå
and the Torneå- rivers. The area is especially interesting as enclosing the 
great iron-ore deposits of Kirunavara, Loussavara, Tuollovara, Svappavara, 
Ekströmsberg, Mertainen,  Gellivara a. o. 

Referring for a more detailed information to the monographs under 
preparation and to the previous litterature, cited in them, I will here 
only give a short summary of the geology of this complex. Generally 
the area shows a striking resemblance to the Skellefteå-area with regard 
to the petrography and geology of the dominant rocks. The most note
worthy difference lies in the great i ron- ore deposits in the syenitic rocks 
of the former and the want - as far as is known - of such ores in the 
kindred rocks of  the latter. As another difference there could be 
noted the scarceness in the former of  such shales and schists which 
play a great part in  the latter. This difference, however, has really 
only little significance, inasmuch as it dissappears, when the Kiruna-com
plex is extended to comprise some areas further to the East, which are 
composed of s hales and schists and seem to stand in the same earrelation 
to the Kiruna-complex as the eastern parts of the Skellefteå-complex to 
the western parts . S uch occurrences are the Pajala-area and some areas 
near the mouths of the Torneå- and Råneå-rivers. The latter of them 
can really be regarded as an eastern facies of the Kiruna-complex with 
which it also geographically seems to stand in a continuous connection. 

When these eastern areas are taken together with the Kiruna
complex, a striking analogy with the Skellefteå-complex is really established, 
inasmuch as the former, as weil as the latter, has an eastern facies of 
schists and shales, and a western facies chiefly camposed of igneous rocks. 
As in  the former, granites, syenites, diorites, and gabbros occur, intruding 
or gradually connected with the supracrustal rocks, analogous relations 
between petrographically analogous rocks are also characteristic for the 
latter complex.  

In some parts of the Kiruna-complex - taken in the wide sense as 
has here been given to it - the igneous rocks are metamorphosed to 
granular rocks with gneissic or granulitic structures. Thus the >> syenite
granuliteS >> and >> syenite-gneisses >> of the Gellivara region are metamorphic 
facies of  syenites and syenit ic porphyries which have been of the same 
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kind as the syenites and porphyries of Kiruna. And likewise the granular 
iron-ores of  Gellivara represent a metamorphic form of the igneous ores 
of  Kiruna and the other western ore-deposits of the same kind .  

From the monograph on the Kiruna-region in preparation it will 
appear that the rocks there can be divided into a stratigraphical  
series with intercalated porphyric rocks which have erupted at different 
epochs. It will there be proved that, as has already been suggested 
about the Skellefteå- complex (p. 73) ,  a long time, with a very varying 
geological history, is represented by the rocks in  question .  But it will 
also appear that the upper and the lower divisions of the complex are 
so nearly attached to each other, that hardly the upper boundary line 
of  the Archean can be placed anywhere in the complex .  In the 
Kiruna- complex no serarchean granites have been found which could 
throw light upon the geological age ; bu t the geographical, geological ,  
and petrographical Connection of  this complex with the Skellefteå-area, 
which has been intruded by the serarchean granites, makes it undoubted, 
that also the former area ought to be regarded as archean.  

With regard to the limiting of the Kiruna-complex and its continua
tions eastwards from some gneiss- and granite-gneiss areas in the northem
most part of Sweden, there is some uncertainty, because of  the still 
insufficient investigations. It is probable that there occur gneisses which 
are older than the rocks now considered, and wh ich stand to them in the 
same earrelation as the gneisses south of Skellefteå to the Skellefteå
complex. Other gneisses, on the contrary, seem to be strongly metamorphic 
granites, which belong to the intrusive masses of  the Kiruna-complex. 
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1 6. G. D E  GEER.  O m  ett konglomerat inom urberget vid Vestanå i Skåne. Geol .  Fören. 
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Sveriges Geol. Unders. Ser. A.  N:o 1 2 3 .  1 907. 

23. A. GAVELIN.  Geologiska kartbladet Loftahammar (skala 1 : 5 0,000). Sveriges Geol . 

Undersökn. Ser. A. N:o 1 27 . 1 904. 
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27.  H JoHANssoN . Till frågan om de mellansvenska järnmalmernas bildningssätt . Geol .  
Fören .  Förhand! .  Bd .  29 . 1 907.  

28. HJ . SJ öGREN.  Om de svenska j ärnmalmernas genesis. Geol.  Fören. Förhand!. Bd .  1 3 . 
r 89 1 .  (Other papers by the same author on this subject ibid. Bd.  1 4, 1 5 , 1 7 , 30). 

29. A. E.  TöRNEBOHM.  Geologisk öfversiktskarta öfver mellersta Sveriges Bergslag. Ska l a  
r :  2 5 0,000. Med beskrifning. Stockholm 1 88o- r 882.  

30, G. D E  GEER . Om algonkisk bergveckning inom Pennaskandias randzon. Geol .  Fören .  
Förhand! .  Bd.  2 1 .  1 899. (Discussion o f  the same subject ibid .  Bd.  22 .  1 900.) 

3 1 . P. J.  HoLMQvisT. Är urberget bildadt under aktuella förhållanden ? Geol.  Fören. 
Förhand! .  Bd. 29.  1 907 . 

32. P. J. HoLMQVIsT. Utkast till ett bergartschema för urbergsskiffrarna. Geol .  Fören. 
Förhand! .  Bd. 30 .  1 908. 

33. A. G.  N .>\TH ORST. Ett försök att förklara den skarpa gränsen mellan södra Sveriges 
västra och östra urterritorium.  Geol .  Fören .  Förhand!.  Bd. 8 .  1 886. 

34. A. BLOMBERG. Geologisk beskrifning öfver Gefleborgs Län. Med en  berggrunds
karta, skala 1 :  5 00,000. Sveriges Geol .  Undersökn. Ser. C .  N:o 1 5 2 .  1 895 . 

35. A. G. H ö GBOM.  Geologisk beskrifning öfver Jämtlands Län. Med en berggrunds
karta, skala 1 : 5 00,000. Sveriges Geol .  Undersökn. Ser .  C. N:o 1 40. 1 894. 

36. HJ . LuNDBOHM. See N :o  9· 

37.  A. G.  HöGBOM. Norrland, Naturbeskrifning. Almqvist & Wiksells tryckeri, Upsala 
1 906. 

Besides,  reference is made to the Congress-guides for the archean excursions in 
southern and middle Sweden , and for the  excursions to Gellivara and Kiruna which 
will very soon be  published.  
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8 o  A .  G .  HÖGBOM 

Ad d e n d a. 
I .  Since this treatise was \vritten (j an . 1 90 9) and p artly printed, several pa

pers h ave been publ ished which deal with the Precambri an.  Especially 
some of the American memoi rs and the Text-book of Geology by RAMSAY 

contain suggestions which m i ght have deserved to be taken into conside r a 
ti on.  However, I c an s a y  that, on t h e  whole, these papers h ave n o t  
altered in a n y  essential point m y  above expressed opinions as to t h e  Pre
cambrian of Sweden. 

2.  In agreement with the common use among Swedi sh geologists l have 
comprised under the term >> STRUCTURE » as weil the term » TEXTURE » as 
the term » STRUCTURE » of the Germ an and American petrographers. A s  a 
reason for th at it may be sufficient to call attention to th e confusion 
whi ch arises from the opposite sense in  which these term s are used by 
the German and American scientists (cf. f. i .  GRUBENMANN, Krist. Schiefer 
I,  p .  2 4- 2 7 ,  and PtRSSON, Rocks and Rock Minerals p .  I 5 4- 1 6 o). 

3 ·  For inco rrectnesses and inadvertencies in the language I h ave to m ake 
m y  excuses, hop i n g  that they m ay not lead to any essential misapprehen
sions.  
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